


Operation Thinking Cap ... 

It takes more than a slide rule alone, 
these days, to perform the computations 
necessary for scientific problems such as 
those encountered in atmospheric re
search. The scientist of today, equipped 
with modern data-gathering devices, is 
faced with a stupendous data-reduction 
task which requires extremely high 
speed computation. That's why the 
Univac Scientific electronic computing 

system (formerly known as the ERA 
1103) has proven to be invaluable to sci
entists and engineers alike. 

Because of its ability to reduce large 
volumes of data at tremendous speeds, 
the Univac Scientific System easily 
handles even the most difficult research 
problems. Its speed is matched by many 
other outstanding characteristics includ
ing: superb operating efficiency, ob-

The Univac Scientific Computing System 

tained through large storage capacity ... 
great programming versatility ... the abil
ity to operate simultaneously with a 
wide variety of input-output devices ... 
and far greart!r reliability than any com
puter in its class. 

For more information about the Univac 
Scientific System or for information 
about how you might apply the system 
to your particular problems, write to ... 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER DEPARTMENT'~ ~ROOM 2252,315 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 10 
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THE EDITOR'S NOTES 

SECOND EDITION OF THE 

GLOSSARY 

In this issue, we print in full a glossary of 
terms in the field of computers and automation. Th~ 
is the second edition of the glossary published by 
COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION. The first edition, now 
superseded, was published in three issues in 1953. 
This second edition is indebted to many sources,par
ticularly to previously published glossaries, in
cluding one published in 1950 by the Institute of 
Radio Engineers, and one,dealing with digital com
puter programming terminology, by the Associationfor 
Computing Machinery in June, 1954, and to the fol
lowing persons who have made contributions in one 
way or another: Grace M. Hopper, Alston S. House
holder, D. R. ·Clutterham, James A. Pederson. 

As usual, in the definitions printed in this 
glossary, we have tried to report meanings as used, 
rather than meanings which "should" be used. 

Comments and criticisms of the definitions are 
invited, and will be appreciated, and probably will 

GREETING TO COMPUTERS 

times 
MER R Y 

X MAS 

ORTEEY 
LCRAAY 

PLATTY 
ORTEEY 

= SLYXMPMOY, 
pI us S R E EAT X A Y C 

=PEACETOALL S IX=-C IS 

and we wish you 32763 61456 38856 16513 4 

Solve for the digits -- each letter stands 
for just one digit 0 to 9. 

rrhis is a Numble; for hints for solutio n 
of this kind of puzzle, see our publication men
tioned on p 39) ~ 

be published. * ------------ * --------____ _ 
PUBLISHER OF "COMPU'lERS AND AUTOMATION" 

Beginning with the next issue, the 
publisher of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION" 
will be Berkeley Enterprises, Inc.: 
we are incorporating. The members of 
Edmund C. Berkeley and Associates will 
become members of Berkeley Enterprises. 
A majority of the stock of Berkeley En
terprises will be owned by Edmun d C. 
Berkeley, who will be president of the 
corporation. The organization Edmund C. 
Berkeley and Associates will continue to 
exist for some purposes (particularly the 
courses by mail) but a great part of its 
~operations will be transferred to Ber -
keley Enterprises. 

We hope that among other things this 
step will make it possible for us to pili-
1 is hal arger, more useful, and bette r 
magazine. 

GREETINGS 

To all our readers, advertise~ and 
friends, we wish Christmas Greetings and 
a Very Happy New· Year -- from the staff 
of CO:'tIPUTERS AND AUTOMATION. 

To those who enj oy puzzles, and 
particularly to computers, we ex press 
an additional greeting, appearing a t 
the top of the next column. 

Forum: QUADRUPLED PRODUCTION 
Bill Danch, Woodstock, N.Y. 

-----

"Are you the gentleman who is in the automation business?" 
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We think machines are wonderful, 

but PEOPLE WITH KNOW HOW are more important. 

Our wonderful 407'5, 604'5, 101'5, 024'5, etc., 

and our ever more important PWKH'S are 

as close as air express and your telephone. 

SOME OF THE PEOPLE 
WHO USE OUR PWKH1S 

American Telephone & 
Telegraph 

Western Ele"ctric 

Johnson & Higgins 

Loyalty Group of Newark 

Westinghouse 

Pension Planning Co. 

Ideal Mutual Ins. Co. 

. ------ -----

FULL FACE AND PROFILE 
OF ONE OF OUR PWKH1S 

Mel Forman: age 27 - Ac

count Executive - two years 

with MSC - previously super

visor for five years of a $6,000 

a month IBM installation in an 

insurance company 

MACHINE STATISTICS CO. 
27 THAMES STREET 

NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 
Tel. COrtlandt 7 .. 3165 

The independent punch card tabulating service bureau that has come the 

fastest with the mostest 
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The Human Relations of Computers and Automation 

Fletcher Pratt, New York 
Author of 'Ordeal by Fire' and 30 other books 

As automatic computers extend their oper
ations into new fields of business and industry 
nnd the process of automation reaches new heights, 
there becomes visible an area of problems which 
as yet have received consideration chiefly by 
avoidance. This is the field of their h urn an 
relations, particularly their labor relations, 
and the social changes that may be expected to 
follow from the new processes. 

Technological Unemployment 

Even the technological unemploymentprob
lem has been shuddered at rather than consid
ered. A refinery in Canada is in an area which 
has no labor supply, and to which labor stoutly 
refuses to move because of the 1 ack of creature 
comforts. This was anticipated by the builders 
of the refinery, and they very sensibly chose 
to make the operation as nearly fully au t 0-

matic as possible, with a resultant saving of 
about 3(1% in the operating force needed. The 
plant is a success -- but the operating fir m 
refuses to allow its name to be mentioned, pr~ 
sumably on the theory that it will have bad 
labor relations elsewhere as a result. 

Similarly, many firms buying Univac time 
from Remington-Rand insist that their use 0 f 
the computers be kept a secret. But it is dif
ficul t to see how the use of computers whic h 
only furnish data unobtainable by any ot her 
process, could be viewed by any reasonabl e 
person as threatening anyone's employment. 

Reasonableness of Management 
and Labor 

The answer probably is that management in 
such cases has a suspicion that labor will not 
be very reasonable in the face of innovations; 
and the suspicion is likely to be justified. 
The new photographic composing machines, made 
by manufacturers headed by Photon, largely have 
the simple 42-key typewriter keyboard and can 
be operated by any competent stenographer. The 
typographers promptly cl aimed jurisdiction over 
persons operating the new machines, w h i chis 
within the normal pattern of labor relations. 
But they have also produced a mechanical mon
ster called the Brewer keyboard 'to be attached 
to the photo machines. The Brewer enables the 
operator to punch things out on the elaborate 
9i-key linotype keyboard, from which they are 
translated electronically for the keyboard of 
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the photo machine. The typographers consider 
this easier than spending two or three we e k s 
to learn the simpler keyboard. 

Neither labor nor management is squarely 
facing problems which can be solved only b y 
the cooperation of both. Primarily this is a 
case of the narrow view. Of course, some kind 
of technological unemployment results from any 
new process: the invention of the automobile 
sensibly reduced the demand for blacksmiths, 
and that of the 1 inotype for men who could set 
type by hand. But there is a difference. In 
the cases of automobile and linotype, the ad
vance of the new devices was gradual and the 
bodies of labor affected were not the highl y 
organized and vocal pressure groups of today. 

Periodic Reeducation 

The problem is likely to grow more acute 
wi th the advance of automation into new fields. 
Does it mean some kind of reorganizati 0 n 0 f 
industrial structure? It would be almost idle 
to predict, for the problem has not yet been 
submitted to enough study. It is possible that 
the s61 ution will require going back to the level 
of the secondary schools and altering educa
tion. As now organized these schools tend to 
turn out specialists or at least people who 
will specialize at the next educative stage. 
Yet the demand of both automatic computers and 
an economy based on automation is for an im
mensely increased adaptability on the part of 
the individual. He must he willing not merely 
to accept periodic reeducation, but to regard 
it as a normal part of existence. 

The Prospective Advance 
of Computing 

The technological unemployment question 
is however only a single aspect of the new so
cial complex inevitable as the result of com
puters and automation. There is a poi n t at 
which any effort to hold back or con t a ina 
technical improvement becomes futile -- the 
point at which it becomes more profi tab 1 e t 0 

violate any restriction than to conform to it. 
To observers 1 iving in the 19th century, the 
anti-machine riots in England appeared to dem
onstrate that the mechanization of industr y 
would be achieved only slowly and with grea t 
difficul ty. But the manifestations proved a 
wave on the surface only -- the appearance wa s 
illusory. 



THE HUMAN RELATIONS OF COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION 

Modern counterparts of themachine-smash- Computers and Size of Business 
ers can expect to achieve 1 it tIe more in the 
long run. The really important impact of the 
new methods will be felt when the use of com
puters is extended to take in the totality of 
a business or industrial operation instead of 
only some of its parts. 

It is important to realize that computers 
today are as it were grafted onto industry and 
business, rather than built in as an integral 
part. There is no business in the United States 
today whose total structure has been set up 
wi th the use of computers as an essential part 
of the operation. Partly, no doubt, this is 
because the machines are so new; there has not 
been time for the growth of industries in which 
they perform a fully integrated function. Nor 
has programming progressed to the point where 
it is poss ible to instruct a computer on all 
the elements in a given industrial operation 
and expect an answer that will make managerial 
decisions almost unnecessary. 

The Computation of Business 
Prospects 

Things may never reach such a point; but 
it is quite clearly the direction in which the 
development is moving. By this I mean that we 
shall doubtless see the day when a man propos
ing to manufacture widgets will submit to a 
computer data covering his sources of raw ma
terial, machine and labor costs and sup ply, 
sales costs, outlets and localities, aski n g 
for a solution to the question where his plant 
should be located and how operated to achieve 
maximum efficiency. The idea is not exactly 
new; but as with the technological unemployzoont 
question, the consequences in the fiel d 0 f 
human relations have received little attention. 

Or suppose, for example, that the ma n u
facturer of widgets is already in business, 
wi th his factory, work force, and sales force. 
From the data submitted the computer draws one 
remorseless concl usion: the publ ic has los t 
its taste for widgets and there is no longer 
any way to operate the factory at a pr 0 fit. 
The information will certainly be not only ~ 
palatable to the manufacturer, but al s 0 and 
still more so to the labor force. They are 
not going to take easily the idea of los i n g 
their jobs at the behest of a pile of wi res 
and vacuum tubes. It may be that the plant 
can be used to manufacture gadgets instead of 
widgets, but the computer can hardly bee x
pected to think of that unless programmed to 
consider it. And it is worth noting that this 
is not technological employment in the ord i
nary sense; it is something quite new, bound 
to make an impress on the national econo~and 
social structure. 

Equally striking is the deducible effect 
of computers on the size of business. Tender
ness for the small, independent business man 
is one of the most cherished of American eco
nomic ideas, but the computers are faci n g him 
with a type of pressure he has never felt be
fore. Without the use of computer time, h e 
will in effect, be operating blind in c ompe
tition with large organizations which can af
ford a lot of computer time, and which can 
effect enormous economies by an expenditure on 
computer time in three da~ of as much as the 
small business man makes in a month. 

Perhaps small business men can form c 0-

operati ves to rent computer time, but un til 
it has actually been done, this sol ution would 
appear of doubtful validity. The problems of 
a small business, its logistic support, and 
sales operations, are not very much Ie s s in 
complexi ty than those of a large one. Th us, 
relative to the scale of operations I the small 
business requires more computer time and com
puter expense than the larger one. It seems 
almost inevitable that computers as a factor 
in production will favor bigger business con
centrations. It is not without signi ficanc e 
that the greatest single employer of computers 
today is the biggest business of all -- the 
U. S. Government. 

- END -
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Address Changes. If your a ddr e s s chang es , 
please notify us giving both old and new ad-. 
dresses, and allow three weeks for the change. 

Manuscripts. We desire to publ ish articles 
that are factual, useful, understandable, and 
interesting to many kinds of people engaged in 
one part or another of the field of computers 
and automation. In this a ud i en c e are many 
people who have expert knowledge of some part 
of the field, but who are laymen in other parts 
of it. Consequently, a writer should seek to 
explain his subject, and show its context and 
significance. He should define unfami 1 iar 
terms, or use them in a way that makes their 
meaning unmistakable. He should identify un
familiar persons with a few words. He should 
use examples, comparisons, analogies, etc., 
whenever they may help readers to understa n d 
a difficul t point. He shaul d give data sup-
porting his argument and evidence for his as
sertions. An article may certainly be c ontro
versial if the subject is discussed reasonably. 
Ordinarily, the length should be 1000 to 4000 
words, and payment will be $10 to $50 on pub
lication. A suggestion for an article should 
be submitted to us before too much wo r k is 
done. To be considered for any partie u 1 a r 
issue, the manuscript should be in our hands 
by the 5th of the preceding month. 
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Glossary of Terms in the Field of Computers and Automation 

(Glossary, second edition, 

The following is a glossary of terms used in the 
field of computers and automation. The purpose of 
this glossary is to report or indicate the meanings 
of terms as used. This glossary draws from prev
ious glossaries, and from discussion of glossaries 
published in "Computers and Automation" and else
where. In general, the entry for any expression 
appears in al phabetic order according to the first 
word of the expression. For example 'excess three 
code" appears under "e" for "excess" instead of 
"c" for "code". 

Additions, comments, correctioDs, and criticisms 
will be appreciated. 

A: absolute saeress -- ~igital Computer Program 
-m-iftg-. The label assigned by the machine de
signer to a specific register or locati 0 n in 
the storage. 

aBsolute e9diH~ -- Coding that uses absolute ad-
dresses. c<.~~ 

-ac -- AR eHaiR§, tHat mearrs.J:~automatic compu te r", 
as in Eniac, S~r~c~:vtV-+c..-dZ 

access time -- Bigital Computers =-.h The time in
terval between the instant at which the arith
metic unit calls for information from the memory 
unit~ tn~~<j.I].y~at which the informa tio n 
is ~~f:~ t9 the BFitbmetic 

"'"tl"It'it-. a. The time interval between the instant 
at which the arithmetic unit starts to send in
formation to the memory unit and the instan t at 
which the storage of the information in the mem-
ory unit is completed. III analog compu tets, . . 
repre ent9 in he problem is immediatel y ac

/cespble/when he value of the i nde pen d eDt 
v~~iabte is at time t, and otherwise not ac
~ie. 

accumulator --~igital Computers. -tFF-A-ttnit-~ 
d4gi tal computer ~.heE'e numbers are t eta 1 0 d, 
that is, accufilula ted. ---(Z") A register in the 
ari thmetic unit 9.f a digi tal eOtBlHtter where the 
r~sult of arith~ti~~~" operations is 
fIrst produced. -~ct2ftn:l:lat9F st6res 

cumulative November 3, 1954) j~_ 
~~-@~~--

~bs91}lt~/add~ess, ft09~,address, re lati v e 

t
~re~; symhofic adaress. 

ad r*~ e~ory -- Digital Computers. The sec
ti s 0 f..h men:ory ~here each individual reg
is er ea an address. -- In storage on mag
n tic ta e, usually only blocks of a numbe r 
di-' i t m~ of information have addresses, and an 

~
ondiVidual item does not have an indiv id u a 1 

~
d ess associated with it. 

1
ha~t °c coding -- A system of abbrevia ti 0 n 
u ed in preparing information for input in to-· 

, m chine, such that information may be report-
J . d not only in numbers but als 0 in letters and 

wq ds. For example, Boston, New York, Phila
d~lphia, Washington, may in alphabetic coding 
be reported as BS, NY, PH, WA. Some computers 

A
OII not accept alphabetic coding but require 
II abbreviations to be numerical, in which case 

th se places might be coded as 0, 1, 2, 3. 
a al 9 -- Using physical variables, such as dis

t nce or rotation or voltage, or measurements 
f similar physical quantities, to represent 

and correspond wi th numerical variabl e s that 
, occur in a computation; contrasted with "dig-

i tal". 
analog computer -~puter whic~calculatesby 

using physical ~s of th~ables. -as=
Hally a one to ofte-corre~ndenGe exists b e-

~
n each nwnerical variable occurring in the 
Ie ana a varying physical measurement in 

t analog computer. 

l
n~d Logic. A logical operator which has the 

p op ty)that if P and Q are two statements, 
he ;r.h statement ''P AND Q" is true or false 

pr cis ly according to the following table of 
p si Ie combinations: 

.I 
P 

false 
false 
true 
true 

Q 

false 
true 
false 
true 

P AND Q 

false 
false 
false 
true 

gnefil:l~E!fttit}>and upon ~eceipt of any s ~--{}- e IT operator is often represeDted by a 
qJ,13Dtity, /1 forms the swn of the firstand the ~nt red dot (.), or by no sign, as in P'Q, PQ. 

rsec9nd jUantities and stores that instead. Some- d '/ /Ircuit -- Circuits. A pulse circuit with 
~ tip(es~he Jccumulator is able to perform other tw input wires and one output wire, which has 

ypepiiio~' upon a stored quantity in its regis- t e propel~ty that the output wire gives a pulse 
t~1 such as sensing, shifting, complemen ting, i Q' only if both of the two input wires re-
etc. tCeive pulse~~. Also called a "gate" circuit. 

accuracy. - Correctne2' or freedom from err 0 r. a t c c eck -- A check of a computation,mak-
A~ ;=1l~ contrast. ~ precision"fer e*~tBple, g~. ~J~f arithmetical prop~rties of the ~ o~-
~ fOH~ place table, correctly computed, IS ae o~for example, checkIng the multIplI-
13HFate; ',hi::1:& a six-place table containing an ca on Ax B by c~' aring it with B x A. 
error is~ precise but not""'accurate~~~F1 arithmetic operation - An operation in which, nu-

adder -- -beinpaters-.. A device that can form the sum~, merical quanti tie orm the elements of the 
of two quantities, delivered te it Exam p-l-e-s calculation. Such operations include the "fun-
are ° an accumulator; a differential gear assel1l:=- damental operations of arithmetic", which are 
bly; etc. ~ Of~) addition, subtraction, multiplication and di-

address -- -9igital 69P1puteri. A label,t name, 9 F vision. 
RiHBber ideDtifying 8"""tegistefl, a location ~ to 
~de.ice where information is stored. See also: q 
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a.OSSARY ~ ~ Z;..- 2. • 
ItO. For example, since 1011 represents eleven binary ~Qluialj the inte~~~£ exampl-e, 

i inary notation, the result of two a r it h- the biftar) number system uses t-wtras"lts b a~ 
e ic shifts to the left is 101100, which rep- of not at ion A hi oa£y ehoice is a choice b e 

re ts forty-four'L::L J-.:A!.: rI 'hreen two alternatives; a binary operation i s 
arithmetic unit -- IHgitai Computers.1~ seetm -ODe-that combines 2 quantitIes. ~~~ 
~ the hardware of a computer where arithmeti~ binary cell --... Q.n element that can ha:t: ene ~ 
and logic~ operations are performed on inform- other of twa stable state-&- or poiiti-4Hls and so 
ation. . . . 

asynchronous computer -- -Bigi tal ComputeFo$. 1:f.~ binary-coded decimal notation One of many sys-
aut~atic computer where the performance of ttHf" tems of wri·ting numbers in w ich each ded m al 

c..tI -epiLation starrt~ result of a signal th at digit of the number is expressed by a different 
the previous ~ has been completedit--e-eft- code written in binary digits. For example, 
<traGtea "ith "syaehFgnQ\ls samf3utel''', whish see. the decimal digit zero may be represen ted by 

~
t m t.ic carriage - Punch Card Machines. A the code 0011, the decimal digit one ill a y b e 

, e~ng carriage which is aut om at ically represented by the code 0100, etc. 
c rolled by information and program so as to b"flta~ gjgi t -- A digit in the binary sc ale 0 f 
feed forms or continuous paper, space, ski p, not4({j.mD This digit may be only ° (zero) 0 r 
eject, tabulate, etc. It may produce any de- 1 (one). It is equivalent to an "on" condition 
sired style of presentation of information on or an "off" condition, a "yes" or a "no", etc. 
separate forms or on continuous paper. ~.~tJl: ion -- The writing of numbers in th e 

lli
tic " -- Computers. Provision, con- s ~/o /two. The first dozen numbers zero to 

s ruet din' hkrdware, for automatically verify- el ~ ,are written 0, 1, 10, 11, 100, 101,110, 
. {( ~ e in~o~ation, transmitted, manipulated 111, 000, 1001, 1010, 1011. The positions of 
or ,Storeq/by any device or unit of the computer. the digits designate powers of two; thus 1010 
~omat.fu checking is "complete" w he n e very means 1 times two cubed or eight, ° times two 
process in the machine is automatically check- squared or four, 1 times two to the first pow-
edt otherwise it is partial. The term "extent er or two, and ° times two to the zero po we r 
of automatic checking" means either (1) the or one; this is equal to one eight pI usn 0 

relative proportion of machine processes which four's plus one two plus no ones, which is ten. 
are checked, or (2) the relative proportion of ~t ;~n.~, er -- A number written, in binary nota-
machine hardware devoted to checking. t{d(~~ 

automatic computer @ A computer which automatic- b' point - In a binary number, the point wlrlch 
ally handles long sequences of reasonable oper- e place between integral powers of two 
ations with information. 10nal powers' of two, analogous to the 

~ 
controller -- A device which controls a decimal point in a decimal number. Thus, 10.101 

pro ~y (1) ~~tomatically receiving measure- means four, one half, and one eighth. 

~
tj~of ne-Qr more physical variables of the ~~tit0 ecimal conversion -- The mathematical 

pr ce , (2) automatically performing a calcu- ~~ s of converting a number written in binary 
1 lon, and (3) automatically issuing suitably notati ,to the equivalent number written in tre 
varied actions, such as the relative movemen t ordinar!d~~~al~otation. 
of a valve, so that the process is controlled biquinary mmrtl~ W-NllInJa:t[. A scale of nota-
as desired; for example, a flyball governor on tion in which the base is alternately 2 and 5. 
a steam engine; an automatic pilot. For example, the number 3671 in decimal nota-

~
ti~7pr09ramming -- Digital Computer Program- tion is 03 11 12 01 in biquinary notation; the 

,ng~/ Any technique whereby the computer i t - first of each pair of digits counts ° or 1 units 
el( is used to transform programming from a of five, and the second counts 0, 1, 2, 3, or 

f?rm/Jhat is easy for a human being to produce 4 units. For comparison, the same numbe r in 
intera form that is efficient for the computer Roman numerals is MMMDCLXXI. Biquinary nota-
to carry out. Examples of automatic progr a m- tion expresses the representation of n\lmbe r s 
ming are compiling routines, interpretive rou- by the abacus, and by the two hands an d five 
tines, etc. fingers of man; and has been used in some auto-

~
rY--l. Process or result of rendering matic computers. ~~ 

ma i,n~sselfracting or self-movingj rendering bit {.X)fi binary digiti a smallest unit of inform-
t9~atlc. /2. Theory or art or techniqu e 0 f aWon; a "yes" or a "no"; a single pulse in a 

ma~ng a device or a machine or an industrial group of pulses. 
process more fully automatic. 3. Making auto- block -- Digital 6empute.::- :~group of consecu-
matic the process of moving pieces of work from ti ve maehiue' words c~ 6l! transfe l! l! e d 
one machine tool to the next. as a unit .. part.isularl, with reference to input' 

¥,achine time -- Time that a comp ute r -aud output_ 
&a' e power turned on, is not under mainten- bootstrap -- -D-iHital Gempaler Px:ogx:amming. The 
ance nd is known or believed to be operating ~ instructions at the beginning of~~~ 
correctly. -C~ ~}gY~~hfh.~~~~ :~. instructions "H-

average calculating oOpel!atien A eemmea er ty.p- ~~es O __ L_O-~lllto the eemputer; 
isal calculatinlj eperation longer than all achl- used to put a ~ into the computer~ I 

11: 

itian and sherteL.than a multiplieatioRj afteR break-point --~ Computer PE9~l!ammia~. A 
takeft' as the meaJrOf nine additions and 0 n e point in a ~ at which the computer m ay ~ 
multiplication. -&l-Bder the eafttrel of a man\la!Jy s_e t swi-t£~ 

stopped for an- 9Pe:at"tJfAls check of the I'l:l:Igr!SS ,4 
base - NUmbers. len in the decimal nQta+iefl 

of.-n.umbeLs, two ill the binary nota' jll" ot:num
bers, eight in octal ~
the radix in a~le gf Ratation for numbers. 

~ ~ 
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-of the Loalill? ~ . 
buffer --~irQHi\6.- 7P. An isolating circuit used 

to avoid any reaction of a driven circuit upon 
the corresponding driving circuit. 2~ n sip 
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c it aving an output and a mUltiplicity of in-
ut so designed that the output is energ ized 

wh never one or more inputs are energized. Thu~ 
~: a buffer performs the circuit function which is 

---z:.- qui valent to the logical "or", which see. 
-bttffet sto'C,ag . . ~ Equipment 

linked to an input' hi f ion 
is as s mbl ed -Er:Oiif:::e;~fl!1~:it~~~iflf.~UM~ 

2 ~ 
t.9 an output device into which 

o i ransmi t ted from internal stora~ 
and eld for transfer to external storage. Com
putation con~inues while transfers between buf-
fer storage and external storage take place. 

b1ts.¥'9- jM;gi t~omputers. A path over which i n
~f~t&.e1f'ls transferred, from any of 5 eve r al 

destinations; a channel, line, or trunk. 

~all-il~ -- Digital Computer Program mingo 
A ~);?'Of c~,aracters identifying a subro uti ne, 
~~lning information concerning paramere~ 
to be inserted in the subroutine, orinformation 

be used in generating the subroutine, or in
ation related to the operands. 

c rd .. 31 Computer Programming. A call-
n r which fills exactly one machine word. 

capacity ~ Digital Comput8FS, 1. The number 0 f 
digits/Or characters which may regularly be pro
cessed in a computer, as in "the capacity of the 
computer is ten decimal digit numbers". 2. The 
upper and lower limits of the numbers which-may 
regularly be handled in a computer, as "the cap
acity of the computer is + .00000 00001 to 
.99999 99999". Quantities which are beyond the 
capacity of the computer usually interrupt its 
operation in some way •. 

~?i~ CooJJl uters. A card of ~constant 5 i z e and 
A1i~ ~dapted for be ing punched in a pat te r n 
which as meaning. The punched holes are sensed 
elec ically by wire brushes or mechani cally 
by metal fingers. Also called "punch ca rd. " 
One of the standard punch-cards 6nade by Inter
national Business Machines Corporation) is 7and 
3/6 inches long by 3 and 1/4 inches wide, and 
contains 80 columns in each of which anyone of 
12 positions may be punched. 

c d col -- Punch Card Machines. One of a num-
b lumns (45, 80, or 90) in a punch card 
into w lch information is entered by punches. I 

c~eed' ~nch Card Machines. A mechanism which 
mo~ards one by one into a machine. 

ca eld - Punch Card Machines. A set of card 
,f-ixed as to number and position, into 

wH the same item of information is regularly 
entered; for example, purchase order numbers of 
five decimal digits might be punched regularly 
into the card field consisting of card columns 
11 to 15. / 

cari17wck~- Punch Card Machines. A mechanis m 
tf(~acks cards in a pocket or bin after they 
have passed through a machine. Sometimes called 
"card hopper". . 

c~de:s;",---punch Card Machines. A mecha nism 
&uses the information in cards to be read, 

us ly by passing them under copper wire brushes 
or across metal fingers. 

P, nch Punch Card Machines. A mechan ism 
w h nches cards, or a machine which punches 
car s according to a program. ~ 

carry -- .Arltlmwtic 1. The <$=t to be take n to 
the next higher ~ (and there added) w hen 
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~ 
the sum of the ~ in one column equals 0 r 
exceeds the ~. base. 2. The proce s s of 
transfeLLing the ear:ry digit to_-.1he next-h-i-yher 

....column. 
C)$~y tube -- Digi tal Computers. A la r g e 

e e tonic vacuum tube containing a screen 0 n 

~
i!!fOrmation, expressed in pulses in a 

be or ray of electrons from the cathode,is 
s red by means of the presence or absenc e of 
spots bearing electrostatic charges. The cap-

c -- ~g.i'tal Computers. Storage for one un it ~
cit usually is from 256 to 1024 spots. 

of ~rmation, usually one character or 0 n e 
mac)Ij:ne word. More specific terms ("col UIR n, 
lo6'ation, block") are preferable since the r e 
is little uniformity in the use of the term 
"cell" • 

channel -- Digitsl C;91BIult.ers. 1. I. patli a Ion 9 
w~ information, particularly a serie s of 
algi s or characters or units of information, 

or be stored. For example f in the ma
nown as a punch card reproducer/, inform

atio in the form of punch cards) may flow in 
'\ either one of two card channels wllich do not 
&hysically connect. 2. Magnetic Tape or Ma g
~lc DrIUn.J_.~.~ path parallel to the edge of 
,1li9= tipV t.ii7it?wa along which information may 
be~~~~b1..~~J.hL~~~...9._or absence 
of~ts, iln~~s. 3-De--
~y~in~ ~gmEY such as a Mercury Tank. A cir-
~a~arh ~orward through the delay line mem
ory and bac hrough electrical circuits along 
which a pattern of pulses representing inform-
ationJ? mbe stored. ~ ~_ 

character igital Computers •. 1. A decimal di-
git 0 t 9, or a letter A to Z, either capital 

ower case, or a punctuation symbol, or any 
single symbol (such as appear on the keys 

wri ter) which a machine may ta k e in, 
store, or put out. 2. A representation of such 
a symbol in a pattern of ones and zeros repre
senting a pattern of positive and negat i v e 
pulses. ~4.;;t. ~""""~ 

check digit -- {lfte -or mm~it6 carried alo n g 
with a lRaehine- word -H.e., s tl:~t itetJHtf~ 

~t;t;rilf~ ifplffi ~c)}~~h~eport 

~
a ou t e otherlalgl s ~e word 

In cJl;fashion that if a single error occ urs 
(ex u~~o compensating errors), the check 
will fail an~give rise to an error alarm sig
nal. For example, the check digit may be 0 if 
the sum of other digits in the word is odd,and 
the check digit may be 1 if the sum of oth e r 
digits in the word is even. 

~~~'nglmemOry -- Digital Computers. A device 
~~~YAelay line" which stores infomatio n 
i a~a~ of pulses or waves, as a pattern of 
the presence or absence of such pulses, whe r e 
the pattern of pulses issuing at the final end 
of the delay line is detected electrically,am
plified, reshaped, and reinserted in the delay 
line at the beginning end. 

c~~broutine -- Digital Computer Programming. 
A ~o ine with the following properti e s: 

is stored separately from the main rou
tine; (2) at the proper point in the main rou
tine, a jump instruction transfers control t 0 

the beginning of the subroutine i (3) at the end 
of the subroutine, another jump ins t ruc t ion 
transfers control back to the proper point i n 
the main routine. 
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clear (verb) -- Digital Com~ute£5. To replace in
formation in a register by zero.-&9 explt os os e d-
in- the nuDibeJ: system employed. ~ 

code (nollB) . COIII~uters • A S, 81::8. ef- symbol~:ror 
representing in~or~ation.!R 8 computer and the 

c~flr~computers. To express information, 
pH(~C: a problems, in language acceptable 
to a s cific computer. 

coded decimal (adj ective) -- Computers. A for m 
of notation by which each decimal digit separ
ately is converted into a pattern of bin a r y 
ones and zeros. For example, in the "8-4-2-1" 
coded decimal notation, the number twel ve i s 
represented as 0001 0010 (for 1, 2) whereas in 
pure binary notation it is represented as 1100. 
Other coded decimal notations are known as:'~-
4-2-1", "excess three" , ''2-4-2-1'', etc. 

Cod~$~l digit - A decimal digit whi~b is 
~ by a pattern of four or more~ 
~,. 

Q,QdeJt.;,prri9aIn -- A program which has been express
ea ~/the code for a computer. 
~ -- person who translates a sequence of in-

~~c,tj?onJ/for an automatic computer to sol ve 
a ptO~ into the precise codes acceptable to 
the machine. 

~~
e 1 ist in computer code of the s u c-

C ./ computer operat ions requi red f.D carr y 
o a ven routine or subroutine or sol v e a 
given problem. 

COdiA~L~e ~ A single cOllJDand or instru c t ion 
te~1isually on one line, in a code for a 

c mputer to solve a problem~ 
collate -- To combine two seEtuences of i terns of in

formation in any way such tha~ .same sequence 
is observed in the combined s~. ~~x_~ 
ample, sequenG8 12, 29, 42 an~ce ~~ 

/' ~_" , ~2-;-·4&. 
re gen r Llj, to c e two or more sllWrrar-

ly ordere sets of items to produce an 0 the r 
ordered set composed of information fro m th e 
original sets. Both the number of items and 
the size of the individual items in the resul t
ing set may differ from those of either of the 
original sets and of their swn\. 

c~;;:? Punch Card Machines. A machine which 
hEE~~o/O( ca¢--fEJeds, four card pockets, and three 
s iQ9S~t w~ich a card may be compared or se-
quenc th'i-egard to other cards, so as to 
determine the pocket into which it is to be 
placed. The machine is particularly useful for 
matching detail cards with master cards, for 
merging cards in proper sequence into a f i 1 e 
of cards, etc. 

command -- A ~ signal, or set of signals in
i tiating ~ s:t8:p ill --the perfOm8ftCe ot a-6{)ID

-pater operaliOB. ~~~- ...... ~ 
comparator 1. ~i~C1fi-t.&,. A circui t which c om-

pares two signals and supplies an indication 
of agreement or disagreementt ~ 
~means uf-which two items of information may 
~pa~rd· certa~~spects, and a signal 
giveJ(g.e ndin on....--wlfethei; they are equa 1 or 
unequal. 2. C puters. A device for comparing 
two different transcriptions of the same i n
formation to verify agreement or dete r min e 
disagreement. 

cOllp(ffjsJn -- _Computers. The act of comp a r i n g 
~d',/ usuar~, acting on the result of the CODl-

pat.!son. e common forms are· comparis 0 n 0 f 
two numbers r identity, comparison 0 f two 
numbers for relative magnitude, and comparison 
of two sign~ plus or minus. 

1 e - Digital Computer Programming. A pro-
gr a in 0 tine, which produces a specific 
- ogr /rOr a particular problem by the follow

ing/jtOcess: (1) determining the in ten d e d 
~ing of n element of information expressed 
in pseudo ode; (2) selecting or generating 
(i .e., ca culating from parameters and skeleton 
instructions) the required subroutine; (3)trans
forming the subroutine into specific coding for 
the specific problem, assigning specific me m
ory registers, etc., and entering it as an ele
ment of the problem program; (4) maintaining a 
record of the subroutines used and their posi
tion in the problem program; and (5) continuing 
to the next element of information in pseudo
code. 

compil ing routine e.{)empute-rs-. A r 0 uti n e by 
means of which a computer can itself construct t) k 
the program to solve a problem by assembling, 
fi tting together, and copying other proll r am s 
stored in its library of routines • ..s ame a s 
"eem~iler", whieh--&e&-. 

complement - Arithmetic. A quanti1.J~jwh i c h LS" _--1':"_ 

~~~~; ~;a:!!t~(!~~::~~,r~ 

c 

,ttY-eQ ~omplemeni-o subtract each di
g! t ot--the g~i t1 fr m n-l, add un it Y 
to the rightmost digit, not ero and perform 
all resul tant carries. For ex , lie two s 
comp!ement of binary 11010 is 00110; the tens 
comple~of decim.al 679 is 321. (b) Comple
ment on n-l~act each digit of the give n 
quantity from n-l. For example, the ones com
pleillent of binary 11010 is 00161; the ni n e S 

Ggm~lemelit of=ifecliiiai 67~ is 320-. The comple
ment is frequently employed in1Computers to 
represent the negative of the given quantity. 

te operation -- Computers. A calcula tin g 
tion which includes (1) obtaining all the 

ers e . into the operation out of the 
me 0 , (2) making the calculation, (3) 
putting the results back into the memory, and 
(4) obtaining the next instruction. 

er -- 1. A machine which is able to calcu
o com te, that is, which will perfo r m 

sequ c of easopable operations with inform-

~~-/l) Writing. The place or position of a 
cl}i"~e70~ a digit in a word, or other uni t 
of i~r~a :lone 2. Comp~ters. One of the char
acters 0 digit positions in a positional not
ation r es~tion of a unit of information. 
Columns are usually numbered from right to left, 
zero being the rightmost column if there is no 
decimal (or binary, or other) point, 0 r the 
column immediately to the left of the point if 
there is one. 3. Arithmetic. A p os it ion or 
place in a number, such as 3876, WIi tten in a 
scale of notation, corresponding to a g i ve n 
power of the radix. The digit located in any 
particular column is the coefficient of the 
corresponding power of the radix; thus, 8 i n 
the foregoing example is the coefficient ofl02. 

atio ,mainly thmetical and logical ope r a
tions. 2. More generally, any device which is 
capable of accepting information, a pp 1 yin g 
defini te reasonable processes to the informtion, 
and sup ying the results of these processes. 
~g chi -~_Machinery which is able to 
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~kJ in and give out information, perform reas- counter -- A mechanism which either totals digital 
on~..operations with the informatio n, and numbers. or ailews ciigHial IlWllBet's to be i n-
store information. Greased hoy additions of one in-any:- c 01 umn_of 

~te_r_ cod~-- Computers., The code expressing tAe ~---rt:-is-a:lso able to be reset to 
t~tions buH t into the hardware of the 1e6.-
computer. d leap-frog test -- Digital Computer Pro-

~tE~peration -- Computers. The electronic, in A v tion of the leap-frog t est 
.., r4eilanical, or other physical operatio n 0 f ow, modified so that it repeats 

har in a computer resulting from ani n- i tests from a single set of storage 10 c a-
struction to the computer. tions and does not "leap". 

eon tion -- Computers. Subject to the result ~e~ics -- 1. The study of control and conmun-
o arison made during computation; sub- - i~~ion in the animal and the machine. 2. The 

ject to human intervention. ar 0 1the pilot or steersman. 3. The compar-
ond OonekPoint instruction -- Digital com- at ve ftudy of complex information-hand 1 in g 

put Pring. A conditional jump instruc- machineIY and the nervous systems of the higher 
ti w ch, i 'some specified switch iss e t, animals including man in order to u nders tan d 
will cause the computer to stop, a fte r which better the functioning of brains. 
either the routine may be continued as codedor ~rb) -- Computers. To repeat a set of op-
aj1lDpto another routine may be directed. ~n a'specified number of times including, 

condi tional transfer of control -= Dlgi tal GEDPl:lt- qu~red, supplying necessary memo ry 10-
~. A computer instruction which whea E9ae~ed cation dress changes by arithmetic processes 
ia tlte eOIlt'se gf a program l:ill causeJ the com- or by means of a hardware device su c has a 
puter either to continue with the nextinstruc- c cle-counter. 
tion in the original sequence or to transfe r c e (noun) -- 1. A set of operations repeate d 
contro~ ~n~er ~tated in§truction, depend- . 2. Computers. The smallest period 
ing on~1W1Itfo~re~ufe propertyef a complete process of action that is 
J:l.UIIIheE' BE' aumbers whish has then Beeftaet£rm:incd. re ted order. In some computers, "mino r 

contents -- Bigital Gemp(lteb. The 'informatio n cycles" and "major cycles" are distinguished. 3. 
stored '1?Il any ~he c;.emptlwl: memory • ....lbe- Computer Arithmetic. A shift of the digi ts of 
Sj'ntbol "( ... )" is often I:lsed to indicate Itt he a number such that digits removed from one end 
contents of ••• "i for example, (m) indicates the of the word are inserted in sequence at the other 
contents of the storage location whose address end of the word, in circular fashion. 
is m. iterion -- Digital Computer Programming. 

c~verQ) -- Digital Computers. To direc t ot number of times that a cycle is to be 
e ence of execution of the instructions d, he register which store s that 

t a omputer. r. 
c 1: 1 circui ts -- Digital Computers. The c i r- cy index -- Digital Computer Programming. The 

c s hich effect the carrying out of instruc- 0 °mes a cycle has been executed; 0 r 
tio s In proper sequence. erettce (or the negative of the differ-

control register - Digitar=ComplIteJ:.&.. The reg-- ence between that number and the numbe r of 
ister which stores the ~t instru c t ion repeti tions desired. 
~-h-e-operation -of--the=colllp:a:::rer flir a C1i:!el r-Aset _-- Digital Computer Programming. The 
~ ~ ~ A4:~. - ""'-rKur'irrrfg of a cycle index to its initial value. 

~~
uence -- Digital Computers. The normal mShift -- Computer Arithmetic. A shift of 

s e ce~selection of computer instructions t· its of a number (Dr the characters of 
or c:n~n. In some computers, one 0 f the a w r in which digits removed from one end 

~~:~~~e:~~:e:~~~ i~:t~~~~i~~h:~e~!;!::er: :h: ~~ ~~: :~~~ra~:di~~e~~:dw!~d~h~nS~~c~~~~e;~~_ 
sequence is consecutive except where a j u m P ion. 
occurs. ~ 

control unit -- Digital Computers. That ~ion 
of the hardware of an automatic ~l c 0 m
puter which directs the sequence of operations, 
interpr~.I}..~ ~ instructions t and initiates 
the pre~o the t mpyte~ circuits ~~ 
execute the iB5trHstioR'~ 

con~erter --: A machine which ,~ge~f~~on 
In one kInd of language1~a~~e 
iRte GorreSpOn~iRfermatieR iR anetfier kina 
~anguage ~G~ptahle te a maeaine. F6r ex 
~~~-a::~tt7h-i-ne which takes in inf 0 rm at ion 

nc r and produces the same 
ex essed in magnetic tape, i s a 

"converter". Often the machine possesses lim-
i ted computing facil i ties, spoken of as "edi t
Ing facil ities". 

~~-=~u~~~l Computerso To transfer information 
one memory register into another mem

ste~r, leaving unchanged the information 
in the lrst register, and replacing whatever 
was previou~ly stored in the second register. 
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~: ~~ump -- Digital Computers. The condition 
~ul ting when direct current power is wi t h
d~-awn~rom a computer which uses volatile stor
a'g€, .e., loss of information stored in such 
storag • 

debug --,Computers. To isolate and remove ~ 
-fURctions from a computer -er mjstakes from a 
program~ f-4 ~~fo.~. 

dei5'}g.e,--::.. A group of ten; for example, a "decad e 
coulrte~ill count to ten in one c olum n or 
place of a decimal number. 

d~a i:i °t -- One of the symbols 0, 1, 2, 3,4, 
, 1, 8, 9 when used in numbering in the scale 

o e. Two of these digits, a and 1, are of 
curs also binary digits when used in numera
tion in the scale of two. 

ej11l)~ notation -- The writing of quanti tie s in 
trieLsca1e of ten. 
d~t -- In a decimal number, the poi n t 
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that marks the place between integral and frac- rage -- Storage such that information 
rtain position is changing over tim e tional powers of ten. 

dec~~o~binary conversion -- Mathematical pro
I,.....-'" cesVk-converting a number written in the scale 

of ten into the same number written in the scale 
of two. 

d~~' ne -- Computers. A device which s tor e s 
o ma~E'on in a train of pulses or waves, and 

s a at ern of the presence or absence of such 
waves. example of a delay line in everyday 
life is an echo; the air and a reflecting wall 
momentarily store a train of sound waves. In a 
computer delay line, the medium may be mercury, 
the container a pipe, and the pulses issuing~ 
the final end may be detected electrically,am
plified, reshaped, and reinserted ~t the begin
ning end. 

diagnostic routine - Digital Computer Plogf&nmh~. 
A specific routine designed to locate either a 
malfunction in the computer or a mista k e i n 
coding. 

lfu
-- Digital Computer Programming. A schem
representation of a sequence of subroutines 

desi ned to solve a problem. It Is a Ie s s de
tail d and less symbolic representation than a 
fl ow chart, and frequently incl udes descriptions 
in English words. 

d.i.f.ferenj:.ial analyzer -- An analog compu t e r de
s~4articularly for solving or "analyzing" 
many types of differential equations. 

~t.i<:ttor -- Analog Computers. A de vic e 
whos~output signal is proportional to the de
rivative of an in~ut si nal 

digit -- 1. One of the . s, 1,~~tP, 6, 
7, 8, 9, used in -' ten. 

ne f hese symbols and sometimes also let
ter e e s integral values ranging from 0 
to n-l inc usive, used in a scale of numbering 
to the base n. 

dl\Ji taX\-- Using numbers expressed in digits and 
L~ a ~a-~(JInotation, in order to represe n t 
all the variables that occur in a p ble. 

digi~lj~~mp~!er -- A ~uter. icb, -
~anfiiie~sse in igits nd ye~'and 
~ssed usually in 1 's and O's, to rep-

~ 
the variables that occur in a problem. 

dlg' t . ze -- T~_ change an analog measurement 0 f a 
p ""-'-variable into a number expre sse din 

d 
digits in a scale of notation. 

precision -- Digi tal Computers. Having twice 
a digits as the quantities normally hand
n t 'computer. For example, in the case 

of a desk calculator regularly hand 1 in g ten 
place decimal numbers, computation with 20 place 
numbers by keeping track of the 10 place frag
ments, is "double precision" computation. 

down-time ---6alB~uteI' g~e!!atiell. Time when a can
puter is .mal f"n~f 9-l' not operating cor
rectly, due to ----... - failure~, 

-- igital Computer Programming. An arti
. add ss, instruction, or other unit 0 f 
orm ion inserted solely to fulfill prescrilr 

ed conditions (such as word-length or b 1 0 c k
length) without affecting operations. 

damQ~-~~puter.Operation. To withdraw all power 
actf~nially or intentionally. 

d~~t!.on check -- A check which requires th~ the 
r~~ys of two independent performances (either 
conc~rently on duplicate equipment or at a later 
time on the same equipment) of the same opera-
tion be identical. 
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o is not always available instantly; for 
exam e, acoustic delay line storage or II a g-
netic drum storage. 

dyJt~c subro~tine -- Digital Computer Progrmt-
g.;/'~broutine which involves parameters, 

s ~decimal point position or item size, 
from which a relatively coded subroutine i s 
derived. The computer itself is expected t 0 
adjust or generate the subroutine accordin g 
to the parametric values chosen. 

~: edit -- Digita}-fumpUter ProgrammiDg. To ar
range or rearrange information, fer the autpnt 

. unit tg print Editin9Alitl' iu-;ol.e the Eiele-
~~Al~nw~nted data, the selection of pert
r~~dat,.a-; the insertion of invariant symbols 
such as page numbers and typewriter characters, 
and the application of standard processes such 
as zero-suppression. 

~ 
of a computer -- Computers. Preparing 

a a tmbling pr'ograms for a computer so that 
the 0 puter can itself put together many pro
grams r many purposes. This greatly reduces 
the time required from human programme r s to 
program the computer. 

~
ypewriter -- A typewriter having an e

r'c motor and the property that almost all 
the op rations of the machine after the key s 
are touched by human fingers are performed by 
electric power instead of the power of human 
fingers and hands. 

el~;P~~ (as contrasted with "electric") -- In 
gKpet ,dealing with flows of small numbers 
of e ectrons in a vacuum, as contrasted wit h 
flows of large numbers of electrons along wire 
conductors. 

el~t iC~~ calculating punch -- Punch Card Mach
i .' ~ punch card machine which, i n e a c h 
fra ti n of a second reads a punch card pass
ing th ough the machine, performs a number of 
sequential operations, and punches a result (J1 

the punch card. 
electrostatic storage -- Storage of information 

in the form of the presellee or aBs8nse gf spats 
J:mad~ electrostatic charges~ .See "eathode 
'raJ tHse". ~~-v~~. 
ua inver -- A computing device, often an-
al ic is designed to solve system s 0 f 

Imul taneous (nondifferentiaI) equations 
or the roots of polynomials, or both. 

e u vent binary digits -- Number of binary di
qU?alent to a given number of de cima 1 

o other characters. When a dec imal 
num er i converted into a binary number, the 
number of binary digits necessary is in general 
equal to about 3 1/3 times the number of dec
imal digits. In coded decimal 1I'0tation, the 
number of binary digits necessary is ordinarily 
4 times the number of decimal digits. 

~~storage -- Storage medIa which can be 
_, __ e~e~ and reused; for example, magnetic tapes. 
e~D~.gital Computers. 1. To remove inform-

. £ om storage and leave the space avail
aM fo recording new information. 2. To 
replace all the binary digits in a s tor age 
device by binary zeros. In a binary computer, 
erasing is equivalent to clearing, while in a 
coded decimal computer where the puIs e code 
for decimal zero may contain binary ones, clear-
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ing leaves decimal zero while erasing leave s 
all-zero pulse codes. 

only if the last pulse received by the fIi p
flop is on the corresponding input line; 

e~The amount of loss of precision inaquan
t "the difference between an accurate quan
tit~ and its calculated approximation. Errors 
occ r in numerical methods; mistakes occu'r in 
programs, coding, data transcription, and 0 p
erating; aalfunctions occur in computers. 

excess-three code@ A coded decimal notation for 
decimal digits Which represents each de c i mal 
digit as the corresponding binary number plu s 
three •. For example, the decimal digits 0,1, 
8, 9, are represented as 0011, 0100, 1011,11~ 
respectively. As OIay be seen, in this notation, 
the nines complement of the decimal digit ise
qual to the ones complement of the correspond
ing four binary digits. 

~ 
-- Digital Computer Programming. Toin~ 

ge the contents of two storage devi c e s or 
loc tions. 

executive routine -- Digital Geaputer Pro9~ammiRi' 
A routine designed to process and control other 
routines. ~ ~ 

external memory --~ital 'ompvte~tetlals 
separate fro~Y?lI2ut2. ~f:J?ut holding 
information "ere~a~~pt.abl e t-o 
the maehiae, as for example, reGorded magnetic~ 
t~CLcl oset, or punch cards in f iii n g 

ext~ceBtPtltets.. 1. To obtain ~~~ 7"l 
~8. a _ }I hie word,.as 11181 ee sJlee ified • F 6 r 
~ampJe, if the tea diiit number 0000011100 is 

in a machine register, the computer can 
in t ed to "extract" the eighth digit (in 

this ease a one) and correspondingly perform a 
certain ction. 2. Computers. To replace the 
contents of specific columns of one mac hi n e 
word by the contents of the corresponding col
umns of another machine word, depending on the 
instruction. 3. To remove from a set of items 
of information all those items that meet some 
arbitrary condition. 

i a -- 1. Punch Card Machines. A set of 
ore columns in each of a number of punch 

s ich is regularly used to report a stam-

floating-point calculation -- Computers. Calcu
lation taking into account varying 1 oc a t ion 
of the decimal point (if base 10) or binary 
point (if base 2), and consisting of writing 
each number by specifying separately its sign, 
its coefficient, and its exponent affe c tin g 
tHe base. For eX8Illple, in floating-poUt cal
culation, the decimal number -638, 020, 000 
might be reported as -,6.3802,8, since it is 
equal to -6.3802 x 108. ' 

flow chart -- Digital Computer Programming. A 
graphical representation of a sequence of~ 
~l!t£lIIDi::ma' operations. HsiBg s)mbois to reprefi8llt 
~tjons such as cgmpute SUBstitute CQII-

;~/.iump, copy, read, wrIte, etc. A' flo w 
charWsz..a;-more detailed representation than 
a diagram, which see. 

f~ ~e~p) -- Digital Computer Programming. To 
ilrr(eYv~ 

f ad ess (adjective) -- Digital Computer Pro-

fu 

Having the property that each C9DI
ruction specifies the operation and 

the addre ses of four registers. Usually -each 
instruction contains the addresses of th r e e 
operands (i .e., the numl1ers being oper ate d 
with), the operation, and the address of the 
next order. 

swi tch - Circuits. A network or circuit 
number of inputs and outputs and s 0 

that signals representing informatim 
expresse in a certain code, when applied to 
the inputs, cause output signals to a p pea r 
which are a function of the input information. 

f~i ~e -- 1. Mathematics. A table of the 
e f r a mathematical function. 2. Com-

pu s. A hardware device or a program which 
transla es from one representation of inform
ation to another representation. 

~ 
Q.: gate -~ts. Au eleetr~8 c~'!l~~ 
~ inputs and o~~tput , ~ich h~ 
~ that ~~ ettt on the output He
~ oulUf some specified combination 0 f 
. ~~ift. on the t!I! inputs.R:an.. !The com-

"tem of information. For example, if col-
16 to 19 are regularly used to rep 0 r t 

wee y rate of pay, then these columns wou 1 d 

'-, 
t(~ in " es, which is called an "and" gate, or 

consti tute a field. 2. Computers. A set 0 f 
one or more characters (not necessarily ailly
ing in the same word) which is treated a s a 
whole; a unit of information. 

~~-~cle operation -- Computers. Organization 
uter whereby a fixed time is allocated 

to 0 ations, although they may actually take 
less I ime than is allocated. This is the type 
of peration 0 ,a "synchronous" computer. 

t~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 
n~~~I~smni a fixed or constant location 

o the &eeiaal -point 01: the hinaL) point in eaGb 
Rumb8r~~ 

fixed-point representation At:ithmetlc:> An arith-
metical notation in which all numerical quanti
ties are expressed.J)~Gthe @t &pecified number 
of~, with t~int implicitly located at 
tIte" same s:peeitdm' PO;!lU:iea...- G\ ~~~; 

flip-flop Giretli~. An electronic circuit hav-

~ ~p.,. the presence of a pulse on one I ine and the ab
yr-'" sence of a pulse on the other line, which i s 

called an "except" gate or inhibitory gate. 
eral utine -- Digital Computer Programming. 
J\ u lne e~ressed in computer coding desjgn
ed to ve a class of problems, specializing 
to a specific problem when appropriate pa r a
metric values are supplied. 

ate -- Digi tal Computer Programming. To pro-
e ng by assembling and modifying prim-

Itive el ments; similar to generation of aline 
by a po nt, a plane by a line, etc. 

g~~r~~.J'\ Digi tal Computer Programming. A C(JD

putep'pro~ram which generates coding. 

!!: half-adder - .... ChTc;uit.£.. A circuit having two 
output channels ..for biqa~y signals .(e1UXz z&o 
-eJ: efte) in which the output ~i9nal1"1Me related 
to the input signaLraccording to the follow
ing table: 

ing two stable states, two input lines, and two 
corresponding output lines such that a~a ~ 
etiM-s- on either one of the output lines if and 

Input 
AB 
o 0 

Output 
S C 
o 0 
1 0 
1 0 
o 1 

s 
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o 1 
1 0 
1 1 

B C 
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circuit expresses in hardware a part 0 f 
s necessary for binary add i t ion. 

r stands for "sum without car ry "; 
the lette, C stands for "carry". With tw 0 

half-adders, and another circuit properly tr~
ferring the carry from one column to the next 
column, a circuit which will perform b i nar y 
addition can be constructed. 

hardware ~mpHters, The mechanical, magnetic, 
electrical, and electronic devices from which 
a computer is constructed. ~ 

head - Celllptttspsc S@IIe=- ag;t"magnetic head", I small 
electromagnet used for reading, recording 0 r 
erasing polarized spots on a magnetic surface. 

hgldJ 'A- Computers. To retain the information con-
U~n one storage device after copyin g it 
into a second storage device. Opposed to "clear". 

h~l ng beam - Computer Circuits. A diffuse beam 
1 trons for regenerating the charges stored 

dielectric surface of an electrostatic 
ube or cathode ray storage tube. 

(noun) htput Devices. A typewriter 
indicating that no action whatsoever 

e ak n. In the system of coding punched i n 
Telety e of Flexowri ter paper tape, the c h a r
acter "all holes punched" is an ignore. 

i=i t Computers. Any number larger than the 
1 um number that the computer is a bl e t 0 

to 1 any register. When such a numbe r is 
calculated, the computer usually stops and sig
nals an alarm indicating an overflow. 

ation -- 1. A set of marks or an arrange
hardware that has meaning or that des
one out of a finite number of alterna

tives. 2. Any facts or data. 
in~tion word -- Computers. 1. Machine word. 

2 information content of a machine w 0 rd. 
A cine word often includes the separatin g 
space between it and the following (or preced
ing) word. 

inh:r!t~d error -- Machine Computation. The error 
ilf~~initial values, especially the error ac
cumula,ed from the previous steps in a s t e p
by-step integration. 

in~mpute~ Information transferred from 
~ sec~tla~xte\nal storage into the intern

al storage of the computer. 
inppt b~ck -- 90mputers. A section of the intern

l1.L-,sio~eserved for receiving am processing 
input data. 

inppt yqU)i~me~ - Com~ute~s. The equipment used 
f1)r ta~ informatIon Into a computer. 

input unit -- Computers. The unit which takes into 
the computer information from outside the com
puter. 

instruction eomputers. A ~ word &r a ~Q-t 
(If eharseteI's in machine laH§lla§€ whim direct s 
the computer to take a certain action. M g r 9 

l'resi.el;y a ~t of characters h'hieh ae fi n 8 s 
aH gpC;;; iba fugether with one or more address
es ~ He address) and which, as a unit, causes 
the computer to operate accordingly on the in
dicated quantities': Note. The term "jnstrIlC,::: 

., ". any to the terms "co m -
d" "order"; "command" is reserved for 

electronic siqnais; "order" is reserved for uses 
in the meaning "sequence", as in '\he order 0 f 
the characters". 

~uy.\i~Jl'··"opde -- Digital Computer Programming. 
The s¥Stem\..o£.- symbols, names, and defini ti 0 n s 
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of all the instructions that are directly in
telligible to a given computer or a given ex
ecutive routine. 

~
g tor -- Analog Computers. A device whose 
ar . g utput is proportional to the integral 

of a vary·ng input magnitude. 
interla e -- Computers. To assign s ucc e s s i v e 

~._...,_",~"?ocation numbers to physically separ
ated m ory locations on a magnetic drum, for 
example, n such a way that access time to s LC

cessive memory locations B greatly reduced. 
internal memory -- bampu tets. The total menlO I Y 

917 starsge which Is accessIble automa tie all, 
~~~~~TJi~t human Inte:vcntion. 
1~i.~n Integral phYSIcal par t 
of the computer ,~irectlJ contralle Et..hy 
~ 

i~rn~stor~-- Computers. Same as internal 
- 4rtenlory~see. 
interpre~Digital Computer Programming. An 

executive routine which, as the computa t ion 
progresses, translates a stored program e x -
pressed in some machine-like pseudo-code into 
machine code and performs the indicated oper
ations, by means of subroutines, as they are 
translated. <Art iRterpreter j S oSientisll) -a 
elQsed sttbreutine , .. bieR operates successively 

Et&ndefini tely long sequence of prog ram 
pa t ~(the pseudo-instructions and oper
ands. t m usually be entered as a closed 
subroutine and eft by a pseudo-code exit in
struction. 

i4~ret~r code -- A code acceptable to an "in
--te~ter", which see. 
ip~~r~ti ve routine -- Same as "interpreter", 
-- w 1rlCl\-...s.ee • 
te - 1. A separate piece of information i a sep-

ar t articular. 2. Digital Computer Pro-
gramm· ng. A JJroup of fields reporting infor-
mation ut a person or object. An example 
of an item is a punch card punched with e m
ployee's name in columns 1 to 12, employe e 
number in columns 13 to 15, weekly rate of pay 
in columns 16 to 19, and other standard in
formation about the employee in other columns. Jl-
~~(i) ---p-
l: ~~~--Digital Computer Programming. An in

Str on or signal which, conditionally or 
uncon· onally, specifies the location of the 
next instruction and directs the computer t 0 

that instruction. A jump is used to a 1 t e r 
the normal sequence in the control of the com
puter. Under certain special condition s, a 
jump may be caused by the operator's throwing 
a switch. 

K: ~--Digi tal Computer Programming. A set 
a acters, forming a field, used to ident

ify n i em. 

k: latency -- Digital Computer Programming. De-
a while waiting for information calle d for 

f 0 he memory to be delivered to the arith-
1 unit. More specifically, in a serial 
e system, latency is the access tim e 
the word time. For example, latency is 

the t e s e ~ waiting for the desired memory 
location to arrive under the heads on a m ag-
netic drum. I 

lepphog,.--t~~~~ - Computer Operation. A progra m 
A1o~st~~ternal operation of a computer, 
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c aracterized by the property that it performs 
s s of arithmetical or logical operations 

o one section of memory locations, then trans
fers its to another section, checks to 5 e e 
that the tr nsfer is correct, and then begins 
the series f operations over again. Eventu
ally the che,cking program will have occu pie d 
every possible position in the memory and will 
begin again. The term "leapfrog" comes fr 0 m 
the indicated jump in the position of the check
ing routine as seen on a monitoring cathode ray 
tube when it transfers itself. 

library ---Qigital Cempttter Pre~remmiRg_ A col
lection of standard and fully tested programs, 
routines, and subroutines, by means of w h i c h 
many types of problems and parts of problem s 
can be solved. 

a- ime printing -- Printing of a whole 1 in e 
c a cters at one time, usually by means of 

one y ebar (bearing all characters) for each 
charac er space in the line. 

l-<1Cay~-- Digi tal Computers. A storage position 
~n ain internal storage or memory, storing 

o com uter word; a storage register. 
1 lC -- COIYpu-ters. In the phrase "logic of th e 

com ", same as "logical design", which see. 
1l9i7~Omparison -- Logic. The operation of com-
~ar A and B; the result is 1 or yes if A is 

the sa -as Band 0 or no if A is not the same 
as B (or vice versa). 

logical design --COiElput:e:zo&:. Design that de a 1 s 
wi th the logical and mathematical interrelation
ships that must be implemented by the hardware. 

logical operations --~-&.. The operation s 
of comparing, selecting, making refe r en c e s , A 
.matching, €QrtiR~, mergiRCih etc.--..,...--",Rere in es 
.$&lice ones efta zeros eer1:esponding to yesQ€ and· 
-noes eaDsti tute the--e-lement-s-' (yes-or-no quanti-

9-t1 s) being operatelf-on. t?~...t 
loop ::-B:igital COlHf:ll:lter Pro§F8fHll'liRg. Repetition 

group of instructions in a routine. 

!: :T~chine cycle -- Computers. The smalle~ per
,i~af ~f.me or complete process of action that 
':repe" .. t-S/itself in order. In some computers, 
"minor 'cycles" and "maj or cycles" are disting
uished, 

machine language --Gempu LM'i. Information in the 
physical form which a computer can handle. For 
example, punched paper tape is machine language, 
while printed characters on paper are not usually 
machine language. 

, word -- Digital Computers. A unit of in
ion of a standard number of characters, 

machine regularly handles in each reg
For example, a machine may regularl y 

handle numbers or instructions in units of 36 
binary digits: this is then the "machine word". 

mngn~ti~,cpre - COnJputer-s. A f:c:JtfA ~ stora g ~~ 
~nformation is represented the polar~ 
4~tiOA RQrUl-€Ollth or soyth-north of a wir e
wound magnetically permeable core ,--whiCh IUdy ~ 
~trdigftt, QQH~hnat-shaped, 9-tc. 

magnetic drum - CelH~y.tQr6 A rapidly rotati n g 
cylinder, the surface of which is coated wit h 
a magnetic material on which information may 
be stored as small polarized spots. 

~eJ;~c .head -- Computers. A small electromagnet 
~e~~g, recording, or erasing polar
ized spots on a magnetic surface. 
~y -- Computers. Any portion of the 

memory which makes use for storage of the mag
netic properties of materials. 

magnetic tape -- Tape made of paper, metal or plas
tic, coated or impregnated with magnetic mater
ial, on which polarized spots representing in
formation may be stored. 

m~~~r:. -- Wire made of magnetic material 
~~~~flarized spots representing informa
tion may ~e stored. 
m~' r cycle -- Computers. In' a memory device which 

, slccess to storage positions one after 
ano h , he time interval between successi ve 
appearan es of the same storage position. In 
other words, this is the time for one rotation 
of a magnetic drum or one recirculation ofpuls
es in a delay line. It is an integral numbe r 
of minor cycles. 

al un ion -- Computers. A failure in the oper
of the hardware of a computer. 
hecking -- Computer Circuits. A system 

'gning electronic circuits so tha t the 
voltage of the heaters of the tubes, ordinarily 
established at 6.3 volts, may be loweredif de
sired to 5 or 4.7 volts, and the circuits then 
tested to determine if they still contin u e to 

/ ~~~_~~atisfactorily. 
~q;:empt1teI!5' The primary source of 

timing signals. 
ma a ical check -- A check making use of math-

'dent~ies or other properties. For 
example, tip~ication may be verified by the 
mathematical check that A multiplied by B i s 
the same as B mul tipl ied by A, the two mul t i -
plications being performed at different tim es 
and compared with each other. Frequen t i y a 
small degree of discrepancy is acceptable; this 
is referred to as the tolerance • 

rna atical logic -- Exact reasoning abou t non-

logic" • 

relations using symbols that are ef
n calculation. Also called "symbolic 

ury memory -- Digital Computers. Delay lines 
ng ercury as the medium for stora ge of a 

ci ~~.~ing train of waves or pulses. 
memory ~empttters .1. Tho UAitS l"bh:h itore i n....... 

'formation In the form Qf the ar~t--o-f 
hardnare "or e!;fI.\if.ment 1.~~!&: a 110 til ~ r. 
Same as storage. 21: ~viCe- In t 0 WhlC h 
information can be introduced and -tdlen:- extractU: 
ed at a Jater time-~ ~ 

memory capacity.-- The 8HHTtmt. of information which 
a memory ~can store. -Jt is often-measttrea 

....in the H1:lIBBer of decimal digits 61: the 11 alllbe 1: 
~he---memorr unl t c a- n 
st~as-ures of memory capaci ty have 

,a1 so been defined~-
rmf?purY..-t..i!nk -- A container of mercury holding one 
~ore~lay lines storing information. 

me ge -- To produce a single sequence of it ems, 
e ed according to some rule (i.e., arranged 

in some 0 erly sequence), from two 0 r m 0 r e 
sequences p veiously ordered according t 0 the 
same rule, without changing the items in size, 
structure, or total number. M erg i n g is a 
special case of collating. 
m~ -- A group of words, variable in length, 

tra~ted as a unit. 
microsecond -- A millionth of a second. 
millisecond -- A thousandth of a second. 
minimum access programming - Bigi tal Compa t e r 

ProgrammiRg. Programming in such a way th a t 
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minimum waiting time is required to obtain in
formation out of the memory. Abe eaBed "mini 
mum-l-atency progratmnillg", or "fsn;ed cgd~. 
imwn access routine -- Digi tal Computer Pro-

~~u~~~~g. In a computer with a serial memory, 
a r ut ne coded with judicious arrangement of 
data a d instructions in such a way that actual 
waiting time for information from the memo 1= y 
is much less than the expected random acce s s 
waiting time. 

mi~.}<:IJency programming -- Same as "mini mum 
access programming", which see. 

lll!J*nlum~atency routine -- Same as "minimum access 
- roUtin'e-!-~ , which see. 

min r cycle -- Digital Computers. In a dig ita 1 
r using serial transmission, the time 

require for the transmission of o~e machine 
word, including the space between words. 

mi~t3¥ . -~ Computers. A human error which results 
In~correct instruction in a program or in 
coding, 'an incorrect element of information, or 
an incorrect manual operation. 

mod' 'er -- Digital Computer Programming. A quan-
ti som ~imes the cycle index, used to alter 
the a ress of an operand. 

mod y -- Digital Computer Programming. 1. To al
te instruction the address of the oper
and. 2. 0 alter a subroutine according to a 
defined parameter. 

~
UlO II check -- Computers. A form of check di
'ts, such that the number of ones in each num

b ~operated with is compared with ache c k 
numb~~ B carried along with A equal to the re-
mainder of A when divided by n. For example, 
in a "modulo 4 check", the check numbers will 
be 0, 1, 2, or 3, and the remainder of A when 
divided by 4 must equal the reported check num
ber B, or else an error has occurred. 

.N: I ~~asab~e storage -- Storage media w hi c h 
....... carHr6t ~d and reused, such as punche d 

paper tapes and punched cards. 
on-vo atile storage -- Storage media which retain 

i tion in the absence of power, suc h as 
magneti -tapes, drums, or cores. 

n tion -- Arithmetic. A manner of representing 
rs. If quanti ties are written in the scale 
t 'on n, then the successive pos itions of 

the igit report the powers of n. Th u s 378 
in the sca e of 10 or decimal notation, means3 
hundreds, 7 tens, and 8. 1101 in the scale of 
2, or binary notation, means 1 eight, 1 fo u r , 
no twos, and lone. 764 in the scale of 8, or 
octal notation, means 7 sixty fours, pI u s 6 
eights, plus 4. 

n eric coding -- A system of coding or abbrevia-
in the preparation of machine la n g u age 

suc t t all information is reported i n num
bers. pr example, ten places such as Boston, 
New York, Philadelphia, Washington, etc., may 
be reported as decimal digits 0, 1, 2, 3 •••• , 
whereas in "alphabetic coding" alphabetic a b
breviations BO, NY, PH, WA, ••• would be accept
able to the machine. 

Q: 'git -- One of the sumbols 0, 1, 2, 3, 
when used as a digit in numbering 

GLOSSARY 

of eight. ._..L-~r 
~;;f4i~r:".. -- Natati 9n 9~ number'Sr1-ft.-them;afe 

of-eight Fop example, tfie number 217 in this 
scal'e-means 2 t jmes 8 squared (2 x 64 = 128) , 
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aus 1 times 8, plus 7, which equals 143 i n 
ec!ma notation. The number 217 in octal is 

ual tOlD, 001, III in binary, each octal 
digit bel anged directly into its binary 
equivalent. e octal notation is rather con-
venient in dea ing with binary machines because 
octal numbers ar asier for human beings to 
read .than binary numbers, and yet the conver
sion is immediate. 

o~ve~heck -- ·Use of a digit carried a Ion g 
aVa ~which is 1 if the total number 0 f 
ones in the machine word is even, and which is ° if the total number of ones in the machin e 
word is odd, or vice versa. 

oB€7ad~ess (adjective) -- Digital Computer Pro-
~~ Having the property that each com
plete Instruction inel udes an operatio nan d 
specifies the location of only one regi s t e r 
in the memory. Also called "single-address". 

o~e data reduction -- Reduction of data that 
is~fast as the data flows into there
duc 'on process. 

open su routine -- Digital Computer Programming. 
A s routine inserted directly into a li nea r 

~----ot: instructions. not entered by a 
Jump. Su~h\a subroutine must be recopie d at 
each point that it is needed in a routine. 

~
d -- Computers. Anyone of the quantities 

e ing into or arising from an opera t ion. 
An 0 d-may be an argument, a result, a pa-
rameter, or an indication of the locat ion of 
the next instruction. 

operating ratio --'Cemp~ter Operation. The ratio 
obtained by dividing (1) the total number of 
hours of correct machine operation (including 
time when the program is incorrect t h r 0 ugh 
human mistakes) by (2) the total nu m b e r 0 f 
hours of scheduled computer operation includ
ing preventive maintenance. Fer eJeamplo, if 
the computer is seheduled for three s II i f t s 
ttt>tal-i.n 120 hours in a week, and if "prevent
~mai te ce takes 12 hours, and "unsched
uled do n-time" ~. to 3 hours, then the 
"operating ratio" is 8~· 

er ion code -- Digital Computer Programming. 
h t art of an instruction which designates 

the op tion of arithmetic, logic, or trans-
fer to be performed. 

o ration number -- Digital Computer Programming. 
ber indicating the position of an opera

tio ~i ts equivalent subroutine in the se-
quence forming a program. When a problem i s 
stated n pseudo-code, each step must sanetimes 
be assi ned an operation number. 

o~rator -- Computers. The person who actually 
Lop~ the computer, puts problems on, press
es the ~rt button, etc. 

op programming -- Programming which is the 
rom some point of view. See "minim u m 

access ogramming". 
" circuit -- Circuits. A circuit which has two 

lines and one output line, and which h~ 
the p erty that whenever a pulse is present 
on one or both of the input lines, a pulse is 
provided on the output line. 

~
er -- 1. Sequence. 2. Instruction. -- Because 

t is possible confusion, the word "order" 
wi h meaning "instruction" is avoide d by 
many computer people. 

output -- Computers. 1. Information transferred 
from the internal storage of a computer to 



seco y or external storage. 2. Information 
nsfe ed to any device outside of the c 0 m

puter. 
block -- Digital Computers. A segmen t of 

th n rnal storage reserved for rece i vi n g 
data to transferred out. 

GLOSSARY 

~ut~~quip~ent -- Computers. The equipmentused 
~or t~rring information out of a computer. 

output unit -- Computers :.1)te unit which delivers 
informationVoutside~mpgter in-aeee~ 
laagllag&- ft-.~z;t...~,7tj,.~ 

overflow -- Cgmput~ In a counter or register, 
the production of a number which is beyond the 
capaci ty of the counter. For example, add in g 
two numbers, each wi thin the capacity 0 f the 
registers holding them, may result in a sum 
beyond the capacity of the re'gister that is to 
hold the sum: overflow. 

f:~ac~ -- Digital Computer Programming. To com-
b~~efal different brief fields of inform
ation Int, one machine word, For example, the 
fields of an employee's pay number, weekly pay 
rate, and tax exemptions may be stored together 
in one word, each of these fields being assigned 
a different set of digi t col umns. ~ ""-

parallel eperatioD Gempgters. The~flow of in
~~Wn t~h tile e elRiHiteE ~ any part 0 f ~ 
-~uslng ~9 9P ~ lines ez channels simult

aneously. 
p al storage -- Computers. Storage in which 

a 1 s haracters, or words are e sse n-
tiallye all available in space, without time 
being one of t e coordinates. Parallel storage 
contrasts with serial storage. When words are 
in parallel, the storage is said to be parallel 
by words; when characters wi thin words are dealt 
with simultaneously, not one after the other, 
the storage is parallel by characters. 

e er, -- Digi tal Computer Programming. I n a 
su utine, a quantity which may be given dif-
fere val es when the subroutine is use din 
different arts of one main routine, but which 
usually remains unchanged throughout any 0 ne 
such use. To use a subroutine successfully in 
many different programs requires that the sub-
routine be adaptable by changing its parameters. 
, y check -- Use of a digi t (called the "parity 

't" arried along as a check which is 1 if 
number of ones in the machine w 0 r d 

and 0 if the total number of ones in the 
machine word is even. See "odd-even check". 

h -- Digital Computer Programming. A section 
f di inserted into a routine (usua 11 y by 

expl 1 t y transferring control from the rrutine 
to the atch and back again) to correct a mis-
take or alter the routine. 

Pf(9D nent memory -- Computers. Storage of inform-
a' which remains intact when the p owe r is 

board is equivalent to a program tap e which 
presents all instructions to the mac h in e at 
one time. It reI ies on X-punches and 0 the r 
signals in the punch cards passing through the 
machine to cause different selections of i n
structions in different cases. 
-in- nit - A subassembly of tubes, resistors, 

c e sers, diodes, etc., wired together,which 
is of standard type and which as a whole can 
be plugged in or pulled o~t easily. 

oint -- Arithmetic. In a scale of notation, the 
os'tion designated with a dot that marks the 

separ tion between the integral and fractional 
parts 0 the number. Called "decimal poi nt" 
in the scale of 10 and "binary point It in the 
scale of 2. 

p~st mortem (noun) -- Digital Computer Pr ogram
mi 9 A diagnostic routine which either auto-
ma lly or when called for, prints ou t in-

p 

formation concerning the contents of all or a 
specified part of the registers of the comput
er, after a problem tape has "died" 0 n the 
computer. The purpose of a post mortem tap e 
is to assist in the location of an err 0 r in 
coding tte problem or in machine function. 

'sion --,Computation. ,The degree of exact-
n with which a quantity is stated, as con
tras e with "accuracy", which is the degre e 
of exac ness with which a quantity is k now n 
or ~bserved. The number of significant f i g
ures measures the precision of a number. For 
example, in '!computer power required is 55.7843 
kilowatts", the number is precise to six fig
ures, but its accuracy certainly is much less. 

~tore -- Digital Computer Programming. 1. To 
~l ~n initial value for the address of an op
era~r a cycle index. 2. To store a quantity 
in an available or convenient location before 
it is required in a routine. ' 

'nter -- Computers. An output mechanism which 
1 or typewrites characters. 

pr.ogram • 1. A prec i s e s e-
quence of ~~ctions for a digi tal 
computer. t J ~ N9-te: Fer t:Jfi:6::-

c..mean·i-ng.., the t:e:rm "routine" 4s prefM..:red b j: 
some people.. ~n for the "SOlUii-on-of-a=-
pro m. A complete program includes pia n s 

he anscription of data, coding for the 
com er, nd plans for the effective use 0 f 
the results. 
~o make a program. 
program parameter -- Digital Computer Progra m

min A parameter incorporated into a s u b
routine ring computation. A program param
eter frequ ly comprises a word stored rela
tive to either the subroutine or the en try 
point and dealt with by the subroutine during 
each reference. It may be altered by the ro~ 
tine. It may vary depending on.point of entry. 

turn ff; for example, storage on a magnetic , p 
drum. ~ -~~1""~-!'~ 

am register -- Digital Computers. The reg
ie' the control unit of the c omp ute r 
which s ores the current instruction 0 f the 
program thereby completely controls the 
operation of the computer during the cycle of 
execution of that instruction. Same as "con
trol register". Also called "program counter". 

pl~ing bdard -- Computers. An output unit whlc h ' 
~~e curves of one or more variables as a 
function of one or more other variables. 

P1.-ugbO~d.?~punch Card Machines. A rem ova b 1 e 
lwarahol ing many hundreds of electric term
inals int which short connecting wire cor d s 
may be plugged in patterns varying for differ
en't programs for the machine. To c han g e the 
program, one wired-up plugboard is removed and 
another wired-up plugboard is inserted. A plug-
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ed checking - Computers. A s y s t em of 
. g whereby (1) before running any prob

P a ample problem of the same type wit h 
known ans is run, and (2) mathemati calor 
logical checks of operations, such as comparing 
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X B with B X A, are included in the progr a m 

or P, and (3) reI iance is placed on a ve r y 
h· robability of correctness rather t han 
built in error-detection circuits. 

p.ro~r~r_:-- A person who prepares sequenc e s of 
~~ons for a computer, without necessar-
ily converting them into the detailed codes. 

o -sensitive error -;- Computers. An er ~ 0 r 
aris g from unforeseen behavior of some c i r
cuits discovered when a comparatively unusuru 
combin tion of program steps occurs. 

p~oMam step -- Computers. A step in a program, 
~uSaa~ one instruction. . 
pro~r tape -- Computers. The tape which contains 

quence of instructions to the co mpu te r 
for so ving a problem. 

ps,ud~-code -- Digital Computer Programming. An 
)lrbi~ode, independent of the hardware of 
a computer, which must be translated into com
puter code if it is to direct the computer. 

pse -random (adjective) -- Computation. Having 
th operty of being produced by a defi nit e 
calcula n process, but at the same time sat
isfying one or more of the standard tests fo r 
statistical randomness. 

pulse -- CiLcuit-&. In general, a. sJta~p dif4.re....!!£e ... "ff-<J" 
between the normal level of ~r~~- ~ 

-S'pOndiRg to the ay~age height-of a wave ancL..a . 
hi~r low level of that medium corresponding 

L-t() th~f trough of a narrow wave; often, 
a sharp voltage change. 

code -- A set of pulses to which a particu
eanin ~as been assigned; the binary rep

resen a ons of a character. 
puri4h card -- Computers. A card of constant size 

a.n<YSJlape, suitable for punching in a pat ter n 
that ~ning, and for being handled mec h -
anically. The punched holes are usually sensed 
electrically by wire brushes or mechan i call y 
by metal fingers. 

PJ1BC1~ card machinery -- Machinery which ope rate s 
Wi-th"'""Runch cards. 

pun5he I tape -- Paper tape punched in a pat t ern 
ho so as to convey information. 

pu posit on -- In the case of 80-column punch 
c th -position of a punch in a row on the 
card, enoting a decimal digit 0 to 9, or what 
are called an ''X punch" (row 11) , or a ''Y punch" 
(row 12) • 

.Q~antity -- A positive or negative real num
b r the mathematical sense. Note: The term 
"quant· "!s preferred by some computer people 
for referring to numeric data; the term "number" 
is preferred in the sense of integer or natural 
number, as in "the number of digits". 

R,: random access ~h- Acces~ tot h e 
memory or storage under conditions wh ere the 
next register from which information is to be 
obtained is chosen at random. ~OL exampie, as 
cess to names in the t.elepholle book is "Lalldom
~cey~'; _the next name that anyone is going to 
19.0K uJ>-in-the book may be almost a nywhere in 
the book with roughly equal probability. 

n om access programming -- Programming a problem 
r a c.Dt:uter without regard to the tim e for 

acce s t the information in the reg is t e r s 
called f in the program. Contrasted wit h 
"minimum access programming". 
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dom n~ber -- A number formed by a set of di
g t selected from a random sequence of digits. 
A seque ce of digi ts is random when it is con -
structed a--process under which each suc
cessive digit is equally likely to be any of 

he n digits to the base n. 
rap d mory -- Computers. The section 0 f the 

w 01 OTY from which information may be 
obtained the most rapidly. 

~-- Computers. L To copy, usually from one fOml 
- ou-to~age to another, particularly fr om e x

ternal ~secondary storage to internal stor
age. 2. To sense the meaning recorded in a r
rangements of hardware. 

r a -around-ratio -- Digital CQmputers. In cath
o e- a - e storage, the number of times that 
information can be recorded successively asan 
electrostatic charge on a single spot in the 
array, before the charge on surrounding spots 
in the array must be restored if not t 0 b e 
lost. This number is referred to also asthe 
"read-around" • 

r time -- In solving a problem, a speed sm-
ent to give an answer in the actual time 

during wh ch the problem must be solved. For 
example, in the case of a human being driving 
a motor car: at 30 miles an hour he can regu
larly solve nearly all his problems in real 
timei and at 100 miles an hour he will reg u
larly fail to solve some of his problems in 
real time. 

r~al t~e operation -- Computer Operation. Sol v-
'-i1lg p oblems in real time. More prec i s ely, 

process in data in time with a physical pro
cess so th the results of the data-process
ing are useful in guiding the physical opera
tion. 

red-tape operations -- Digital COlnpateL PLogtam
~ Computer operations called for b y a 
program which do not directly contribu t e to 
solving the problem •• namely, arithmetical, 
logical f -and transfe:t opetations--used-i-n-mod
if~t~~thel add~~ection of other in st.ruc
u:~, _in 6>uIiting c)-c.Les, in rearrang 1 n g 
data, etc. 

redundant check -- Computers. A check which uses 
extra digits in iIIaehf-ne. words, but not com-
plete duplication, to help detect ~ ~. 
and mistakes. 
~l of tape, generally magnetic tape • 
r erence record -- Digital Computer Programming. 

ou put of a compiler that lists the opera
tions ~ir position in the final specific 
routine, an contains information describing 
the segmentat·on and storage allocation of the 
routine. 
nerate --/ Digi tal Computers. In the operation 

ect 6static storage, to restore informa
tion rrently held in a cell on the cat h od e 
ray tube screen in order to counteract fading 
and disturbances. 

register -- Gomp~te~ The hardware for storing 
one maehiBe word. 

ive address -- Digital Computer Programming. 
A ed to identify the posi tion 0 f a 
memory -10 ation in a routine or subrouti n e • 
Relative ~sses are translated into abso
lute addresse5'Qy adding some specific "ref
erence" address, usually the address at whicl1 
the first word of the routine is stored. For 
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example, if a relative address instruction spec
ifies an address n and the address of the first 
word of the routine is k, then the absol ute 
address of the memory location is n+ k. 
a ' e coding - Digital Computer Pr ogramming. 
Cod in which all addresses refer to an arb
itrarily lected position, or in which all ad
dresses are represented symbolically. 

r petition rate -- Computers. The fastest rate of 
e tonic pulses usually used in the circuits 
of the achine. 

-- Punch Card Machines. A punch card 
that punches cards to agree as -ma y be 

specI d with other cards. 
r~n ~- Digital Computer Programming. To run a 

alPf~am or a portion of it over again on the 
computer. 

ret rn point -- Digital Computer Programming. One 
1. of planned-for points in apr 0 gr a m 

such th t if an error is detected in be t wee n 
two such '"ts, to rerun the problem his only 
necessary to go back to the last rerun point, 
instead of returning to the start of the prob
lem. Rerun points are often three to five min
utes apart so that very Ii t tle computer till e 
is required for a rerun. All information per
tinent to a rerun is available in standby reg
isters during the whole time from one r e run 
oint to the next. 

xeru routine -- Digital Computer Programming. A 
rout' ne designed to be used in the wake 0 f a 
malfunctfbn or a mistake to reconstitute a rou
tine from the last previous rerun point. 

r~- To return a register to zero or to a spec
ifie~ initial condition. 

re~~: -- Analog Computers. A device for resol v
~~~~vector into two mutually perpend i cu I a r 
compoqents. 

r~n d -- Computers. To return a magnetic tap e 
t~ beginning. 

r,o-pback - Digital Computer Programming. Sa m e 
~erun'" which see. 

r~o..w -- Computers. To return a cycle index, 
aV"v~le address, or other computer word to 
its initial value. See also'~eset~ 

round off --Computation. To change a mo~recise 
quantity to a less precise one, usually'Jehoos
ing the nearest less precise one, ..s.eo "presis 
iSH" • 

un ing error -- Computati on. The error resulting 
fr m dropping certain less significant di gi t s 
of a uantity, and applying some adjustment to 
the more s gnificant digits retained. Als 0 
called "ro d-off error". A common round-o f f 
rule is to t the quanti ty to the ne ar est 
digit. Thus pi, 3.14159265 ••• , rounded to four 
decim*s is 3.1416. Note: Alston S. Householder 
sug~e's s the following terms: "initial errors", 
"gener ted errors", "propogated errors" and 
"resid al errors". If x is the true val u e of 
the argume t, and x* the quantity used in com
putation, t en, assuming one wishes f(x) , x-x* 
is the initia ror; f(x) - f(x*) the propa -
gated error. If fa is the Taylor, 0 r othe r, 
approximation utilized, then f(x*) - fa (x*)is 
the residual error. If f* is the actual rcsul t 
then fa - f* is the generated error, and thi s 
is what builds up as a result of rounding. 

routine -- ..Qigital C6IBpliters 1 A. seqlle-n-G--e-of-
operations WhICh a dI-yl tal computer may perform.----
2 The seEfuenee of ins truc lions deterlD-i-n.--i ng 

~r--r-- VI" ~ itA~" 

3. A set of coded instruc
t s arranged in proper sequence to di r e c t 
the computer to perform a desired operation or 
seri s of operations. See also "subroutine" 
and "p gram" • 

oIl out (verb) -- Computers. To read out 0 f a 
egister or counter by the following process: 

a to the digits in each column simul taneous-
1.Y; this 10 times (for decimal numb e r s) ; 
when the result in each column changes from 9 
to 0, issue a signal. 

r noun) -- Computers. 1. One performance 0 f 
a ogram on a computer. 2. Performance of one 
rout e, or several routines during which th_e 
human operator does not have to do anything. 

.§.: scale (verb) Camplitatlou. To chanye,_ Y.t;e 
scale (that is. the units~ in which a ~ 
is expressed !~3L~ bring it wi thin the cap
acity of the~~er program at band. 
s~le factor -- Computation. One or more factors 

u 0 mul tiply or divide quantities occ u r
ring i problem and convert them into a de
sired range. such as the range from plus 0 n e 
to minus one. 
s~n Circuits. In an electrostatic storage 

, the surface where electrostatic charges 
are s red. In a pentode, one of the grids. 

s c dary storage -- Computers. Storage that is 
no an integral part of the computer but dir-
ect linked to and controlled by the computer; 
for example, magnetic tapes. 

s gment (noun) - Digital Computer Programming. 
n a routine too long to fit into inter n a 1 

sto ge, a part short enough to be stored en
tirel 'n the internal storage yet containing 
the COdI 9 necessary to call in and jump auto
matically to other segments. Routines which 
exceed internal storage capacity may be auto
matically divided into segments by a compiler. 

s~Elt (verb) -- To make segments. 
se e erb) -- Computers. 1. To uetermine the 

ar gement of some element of hardware, e s -
pecia _a manually-set switch. 2. To re ad 
holes punched in paper. 
tinel -- Digital Computer Programming. A sym

or marking the beginning or the end of som e 
piece f information such as a field, i t e m, 
block, tape, etc. a tag. 

~eJJtc~ -:- Logic. To take A if the report 0 n a 
- cer~ condi tion is yes, and take B if the 

report is no. 
s~o~ -- Punch Card Machines. A mecha n ism 
wh~orts a condition and causes a car d 
or an operation to be selected accordingly. 

e uence (verb) -- Logic. To select A if A i s 
r ter than or equal to B, and select B if A 

is 1 s than B, or some variation of this op
eration. 

s uence checking routine -- A checking routin e 
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hich checks on every instruction execu te d , 
pIing certain data. It may be design~d to 
print ut the coded instruction with addresses, 
and the contents of each of several registers 
for eacti instruction as it is executed. Or it 
may be designed to print out only sele c ted 
data. such as transfer instructions when they 
occur, and the quantity actually transferred. 
Many variations are possible. A good flexible 
sequence checking routine will provide for sev
eral variations in itself. 



s uence-control tape -- Program tape. (0 b s o-
le t term). 

sequentia control -- Computers. The manner 0 f 
~rol of a computer in which instructions to 

it a"?e-- set up ina sequence and are fed in that 
sequence to the computer during the solution 
of a problem. 

GLOSSARY 

s~~~~c~r -- Punch Card Machines. A mec h a nis m 
-~ will put items of information in sequence. 

It will determine if A is greater than, equal 
to, or less than B, and will accordingly route 
cards containing A and B into a pocket at dif
ferent times. 

serial - Cemputers_ Handled one after the other 
in a single piece of equipment. ~ 0)"\.. 

serial eperatian -Computer5-1 The~flow of i n-
form~tio~_through tbe computer Ot in any part 
of "r£::liSlng only one 1 ine or channel at a time. 
Gelltrdsted with "pa£aUel operation." 

s ri 1 storage -- Computers. Storage in which 

s 

tim . ne of the coordinates used to locate 
any give bit, character, or (especially) word. 
Storage in ich words, within given groupsof 
several words, ..... ~ppear one after the other i n 
time sequence, and in which access time there
fore includes a variable latency or wa it i n g 
time of zero to many word-times, is said to be 
serial by word. Storage in which the indiv
idual bits comprising a word appear in tim e 
sequence is serial by bit. Storage for coded
decimal or other non-binary numbers in which 
the characters appear in time sequence isser
ial by character; for example, magnetic drums 
are usually serial by word but may be s erial 
by bit, or parallel .by bit, or serial by char-
acter and parallel by bit, etc. 

1 transfer -- Computers. A system of data 
t er in which the characters of an element 
of inf t~on are transferred in sequence o
ver a single path in consecutive time po s i
tions. 

r 'ce routine -- Digital Computer Programming. 
A routine designed to assist in the ac t u a 1 
opera 'on oLthe computer. Tape comparison, 
block location, certain post mortems, and cor
rection routines fall~is.cla~ ~ 

shift ~m~.Me ~}iaraGt~~ 11 unIt of i~~ 
~ right or left. In th e 
case of a number, this is equivalent to mult~ 
plying or dividing by a power of the ~t sf 
notation (usuall) ten-&r two). Elis is regu-

performed-as-a-sp-e~rapid operation, 
muc s./' ltaIiliSUar-mllI tiplication or d i-
v· 10,n. ~ 

sign ~ -- A .&De--"r a 2ern used to desig nate 
the algebraic sign of a quantitwlus orminus. 

. icant digits -- If the digits of a numbe r 
are r nked according to their signif ica nce, 
and the Sl nificance of a digi t is g rea t e r 
when it oc ies a column corresponding to a 
higher power 0 e base, then the significant 
digi ts of a number are a set of digi ts fro m 
consecuti ve col umns beginning with th e m 0 s t 
significant digit different from zero and end
ing with the least digit whose value is known 
or assumed to be relevant. 

sq~lation -- The representation of physical sys
....... t~hy computers, models, and associated e
qU1pme~ 
~ -- Same as "one-address", which see. 
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~oun) -- An instruction to proceed to the 
_, _~e~~~instruction; a "blank" instruction. 

ow memory -- Computers. Sections of the mem-
ory from which information may be obta i ned 
auto . cally but not at the fastest rate 0 f 
the several sections. 

son' c delay line -- A delay line which uses pulses 
in t molecules of the medium, in con t r as t 
with a lectrical delay 1 ine which uses elec-
trical pulses in a wire or in an assembly 0 f 
coils and capacitors. 

so t -- To arrange items of information according 
tIes dependent upon a key or field c 0 n
taine -·-the items, such as previously chosen 
classes of items. 

s er -- Punch Card Machines. A machine whi c h 
cards according to the punches in a spec-

ified lumn of the card. 
s~c c~ding -- Digital Computer Programming. 
~~~~ which all addresses refer to spe c
ific registers and locations. 

sp cific routine -- Digital Computer Progrrummng. 
tine expressed in specific computer cod-

ing de' ed to solve a particular mathemati
cal, logical, or data-handling problem. 
ndardize -- Computation. To adjust the e x

and coefficient of a floating-p 0 i n t 
result 0 that the coefficient lies in the 
prescribed normal range. 

st~ti£ storage -- Computers. Storage such th a t 
rnfOl:'~tion is fixed in space and ava i 1 a b 1 e 
at any tIme provided the power is on; for ex
ample, flop, electrostatic, or coinc ide n t
current magnetic-core storage. 

st' subroutine -- Digital Computer Progra m
min A subroutine which invol ves no para m
eters 0 her than the addresses of the 0 p e r
ands. Tn' s is a subroutine which re qui res 
only the relative addresses of the operands, 
their insertion, and its transformation fr 0 m 
relative to specific coding~ ~ _. 

storage ---GemputeIs .. l.-~n-H=~ 
r retains items of information. 2. Any de

VIce nto which information can be introduced, 
held, a u-tn~~ extracted at a later time. The 

, mechanism or m'edi.um in which the inf orm at ion 
is stored need not form an integral par t of 
a computer. Synonyms: memory, store (in Eng
lish usage). 

ge capacity -- Same as "memory capaci ty It, 
w' ee. 

storage op ration -- One of the operati 0 n s 0 f 
~, transferring, storing, or wri tin g 

inform~on. 
st~age register -- A register in the mem or y or 

s"t-orllQJL.Qf the computer, in contrast with a 
regis ter in one of the other uni ts 0 f the 
computer. 

sto~ube -- Same as "electrostatic stora g e 
tube ,~hich see. 
~n) -- Same as "storage", which see. 
st (verb) -- To transfer a piece of informa-

o a device from which the inform a ti 0 n 
unaltere ~an be obtained at a later time. 

su~am -- A part of a program. 
subroutine -- Computers. 1. .ft.. shart or repeated 

8t'qllenee of instructIons for a compute r t a 
sol ye a part of fi problem, a part of a routine. 

-2.. The se QU6l10 e of i ns-H'U~c+t+i n-OllT'lS<:"'lTPr'"P""l:~-rv-+-ft--
dh'~~~~mm~~JCrunVlruTa 
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mathematical or logical operationia subunit of exchange, read, record, store, transmit, trans

port, or write data. To transfer doe s not 
modify the information. 2. To transfer control 
of a computer. 

ro tine. .~ subroutine is often wri t te n i n 
relat" or s~olic coding even when the rou-
tine to which it belongs is not. 

s~ry punch -- Punch Card Machines. A pun c h 
machine which may be attached by a m a ny

wire ble to another machine (for example, a 
tabulator), and which will punch out on a card 
the information produced or calculated or sum-

s 
marized by the other machine. 

tion check -- Computer Operation. A redundant 
che k in which groups of digits are summed, us
ually 'thout regard for overflow, and that sum 
checked a lnst a previously computed sum t 0 

verify accuracy of computation. . 
sy 01 ic address -- Digi tal Comput.er Progr a mmi ng. 

A hosen to identify a particular wo r d, 
function or other information in a routine, in
dependent the location of the information, 
within the routine. Also called "floating a d
dress" • 

symbolic logic -- Exact reasoning about nonnumeri
cal relations uSi~~'!:.I:j3 are efficient 
in calculatioJY~s suhject knO\"R 
e-s- Boolean algebra.,has b99R of considerabl e as
sistance in-t-he logieal design nf--G-O-lD-p-U-t in 9 
circuits Also called "ma.Ulematieal l~ 

synchronous computer -- An automatic digital c 0 ~ 
puter whee the perf ormance of all er din a or :y 
gpli"rations starts with equally spaced sign a I s 
from a master clock"" ~ " 

t 

bulator -- Punch Card Machines. A pun c h 
ca machine which takes in punch cards and in
struc ions and produces lists, totals, and tabu
lations of the information on separate forms or 
on continuous paper. 
-- Digi tal Computer Programming. A un i t of 
lotion, whose composition differs fro m 
that of 0 her members of the set so that it can 
be used as a marker or label; a sentinel. 

ta~-- A unit of delay-line storage, usually 0 f 
me~operating acoustically, containing 
a set of channels each forming a separate r e
circulation path. 

t~omputers. Magnetic tape or punched paper 
tape, sometimes other kinds of tape. 

taJ5l\ t:.eed -- A mechanism which will feed tape to be 
r~r sensed by the machine. 

t~rary storage -- Computers. Internal storage 
1 o~ns reserved for intermediate and partial 
results. 

t~s~ routine -- Digital Computer Programming. A 
~designed to show that a computer is func

tioning properly. 
th ee-address (adj ecti ve) -- Digi tal Computer Pro

gr ing. Having the property that each c 0 m
plet "nstruction inel udes an operation and 

~ specifies the location of three registers. 
~or ue amplifier -- Analog Computers. A de vic e 

essing input and output shafts and supply
ing rk to rotate the output shaft in p 0 s i
tional rrespondence with the input s h aft 
without imposing any significant torque on the 
input shaft. 

t~ -- Computers. In a magnetic drum or magnetic 
-ta~ single path containing a set of pulses. 

t~ribe -- To copy, with or without translating, 
fr~ne external storage medium to another. 

tra~r (verb) -- 1. To transfer data; to cop y, 
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t~ {nouru -- An act of transferring. 
tr~er check -- A check that an opera ti 0 n of 

tra~rring h~ been corr~ctly carried out. 
transfer fi'6l~liCt L:m:J -~it8l Compa tel =P-t.~ 

migg .~ iR6tp}.le:!:i~ signal which con d i
tionally or unconditionally specifies the I 0-
cation of the next instruction and directs the 
computer to that instruction. 
sform -- Digital Comp"uter Programmin g. T 0 

c ge information in structure or composition 
with significantly altering the meaning 0 r 
value; to normalize, edit, or substitute. 
slate -- Computers. To change information fran 
e uage to another without significantly 

affectin the meaning. 
tr ub -location problem -- A test problem whose 

c ect solution supplies information on the 
locati of faul ty equipment; used after a check 
problem has shown that a fault exists. 

tr6'ibl~~boot -- To search for the cause for acod
i~~ake or a computer malfunction in order 
to remove it. 

tr ncate -- Computation. To drop digits of a num
be or terms of a series thus lessening preci
s ion. See "precision". For example, the number 
pi "3. 159265 •••• " is "truncated" tot h r e e 
figures in "3.14". 

t uncation error -- Computation. The error r e-
1'ng from the use of only a finite nu mbe r 

of te s of an infinite series, or from the ap- . 
proxima 'on of operations in the infinitesimal 
calculus by operations in the calculus of finite 
differences. 

t~ -- A path over which information is trans
fe~ a bus. 

t~~h~ck - AC()ntinuous check of computer oper
at~chieved by duplication of the hardware 
to perform tbem together with automaticcompar
ison. 

"t -ad ress (adjective) -- Digital Computer P r 0-

gr ing. Having the property that eacb c 0 m
plet 'nst~uction includes an operation and 
specifies tbe location of two registers, usually 
one containing an operand and the other there
suIt of tbe operation. 

Q: unconditional transfer --~ 
..Programming. In a digital twm~-wh-i-Gh-or-d=. 

!:a~!~~ :~la~ns its jnst~~:6;~i~11Y trom 
81I u.l:dt:lt:d ~, sa. - ~~---~ which causes 
the following instruction to be taken from a n 
address wbich is not the next one in the sequence. 

nd -- Digital Computer Programming. To cod e 
icitly, at length and in full, all the op

erat of a cycle, in such a way as to elim-
inate al red-tape operations. Unwinding may 
be performed automatically by the com put' e r 
during assembly, generation, or compilation. 

u pack -- Digi tal Computer Programmin'g. T 0 sep
ar tacked items of information each into a 
separat achine word. See "pack". 

validity -- Computation. Correctness, espec-
y degree of cl oseness by which an i ter-

ated approx ation approaches the desired cor
rect result. 



GLOSSARY 

variable cycle operation - Computer Operati 0 n. 
tion of a computer whereby any cycle of 

opera ion may be longer or shorter than the 
avera e. This is the kind of operation in an 
"asynchronous computer" •. 
ifier -- 1. Punch Card Machines. A punc h 
ca d machine operated manually which reports 
by als whether punched holes have been in-
serted in the wrong places in a punch card or 
have not been inserted at all. 2. Computers. 
An auxiliary device on which a previous manum 
transcription of data can be verified by com
paring a current manual r-ranscription of it 
character-by-character during the current pro
cess. 

ve~ -- 1. To check, usually with an automat-
~:~~ne, one typing or recording of data 
against ~nother in order to minimize the num
ber of human errors in the data transcriptio~ 
2. In preparing information for a computer, 
to make certain that the information as pre -
pared is correct. 

vo a . e memory -- Computers. Memory or storage 
avi the property that if the power is tur~ 

ed off, t information vanishes; delay line 
memory, electrostatic storage tubes. 

vo~torage -- Same as "volatile memory". 

o-address instruction -- Digital Comp u ters • 
'nstruction specifying an operation in 

whi h the location of the operands are d e
fine y the computer code, so that no addmm 
need be ~iven explicitly. 
-acces's s't"orage .:...:. Digital Computers. !:it or

a for which the latency or waiting time is 
alwa negligible. 

z ro-suppression -- The elimination of non-sig -
icant zeros to the left of the integral part 

of a antity before printing is begun. T 0 

suppress these zeros is one of the operations 
in editing. 

zone -- 1. Punch Cards. Any of the three top 
~ns 12, 11, and O. In these zone posi
tions a~e~d punch can be inserted, so tha t 
with punclles in the remaining positions 1 to 
9, enough two-punch combinations are obtain~d 
to represent alphabetic characters. 2. DigI
tal Comput~rs. A portion of internal storage 
allocated for a particular purpose. 

*-------------------~D----------__ ---------* 

ROSTER OF ORGANIZATIONS IN THE FIELD OF 
COMPUTERS AND A~10MATION 

(Supplement,information as of NOvember 3, ~954) 
!: Williams tube -~ Bigital CamputeLs. A cath-

ode-ray tubeFr electrostatic storage of in- The purpose of this Roster is to report organizations 
formation of the type !esigned ,by F .C. Williams.. (all that are known to us) making or de velop i ng 
9£ the Unhe~sity of Manehestez, EfJ{JlanEl-. I ,........k.. computing machinery or systems or data-handling 

word ---Digital GamputQ~i. An ordered set 0 f ~. equipment or equip~ent for aut~matic control and 
-eharaeters which..., has,J.aj:. least one meaning, a .nd materials' handling. In addition, so me arganiza-
is.stored and:~Q by t~e co~pute.r c~r- tions making components may be included in some 
CUlts as a unIt. Alsa ealled maelURe l.arEiJ. issues of the Roster. Each Roster entry whe iJ. it 
<lJ:diRazily, a v:erd has a [bead number ofcbar- becomes complete contains: name of the organization, 
aetaE's, and is treated by the control un-i-t--as. its address and telephone number, nature of its i .... 
an instruction, and by the arithmetic unit as terest in the field, kinds of activity it engages 
a quantity. For example! a comp~~~a~u- in, main products in the field, approximate number 
larly handle-~umbers-u~nstructlons In unIts of employees year established, and a fewcammen~ 
of 36 binar-y-di-gi ts • and current ~ews items. When we do not have com-
d-tim -- Digital Computers. Especially i n plete information, we put down what we have. 

ce to words stored serially, the time 
o transfer a machine word from one 

storage de ice to another. 
wo king storage -- Digital Computers. A portion 

h internal storage reserved for data up
on Whl erations are cULrently being per
formed, an for intermediate and partial re
sults, like a work-sheet in pencil and paper 
calculation. 

w 'te -- Digital Computers. 1. To copy infor-
'on usually from internal to external sto

rag 2. To transfer information to an out-
put m 3. To record information in a 
register, location, or other storage device or 
medium. 

zero -- Digital Computers. The computer's 
ceptions of zero. Note: The computer may 

de for two zeros. Positive binary zero 
re resented by the absence of digits 0 r 

pulses in a word. Negative binary zerO in a 
computer operating with ones' complements may 
be represented by a pulse in every pulse posi
tion in a word. In a coded decimal computer, 
decimal zero and binary zero may not have the 
same representation. In most computers, there 
exist distinct and valid representations both 
for positive and for negative zero. 

We seek to make this Roster as useful and inform
ative as possible, and plan to keep it up to date 
in each issue. We shall be grateful for any more 
information, or additions or corrections that any 
reader is able to send us. 

Although we have tried to make the Roster complete 
and accurate, we assume no liability for any state
ments expressed or implied. 

This 1 isting is a supplement to the cum ul at i v e 
Roster in the November, 1954 issue of "Compute r s 
and Automation", vol. 3, no. 9, and contains only 
additions or revisions as compared with that list
ing. 

Abbreviations 

The key to the abbreviations follows: 
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Size 
~ Large size, over 500 employees 
Ms Medium size, 50 to 500 employees 
Ss Small size:, under 50 employees (no. in 

parentheses is approx.no. of employees) 
(continued on page 35) 



Analog Computers and their Application to Heat Transfer 
and Fluid Flow - Part 2 

{The Bibliography will be published in a forthcoming issue; Part 1 was published in the November, 1954, issue} 

John E. Nolan 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

A d-c electronic analog computer should 
incl ude devices for mul ti"plying a machine var
iable by a positive or negative coefficient, 
for generating the sum of two or more machine 
variables, for generating the product of two 
machine variables, for generatin~ arbi t r a ry 
functions of machine variables, 3 and for gen
erating the time integral or the time deriva
tive of a machine variable. The three basic 
elements which are interconnected to perf 0 rm 
many of these functions are resistors, capac
itors, and d-c amplifiers. The d-c amplifier 
is really the heart of this computer. Inter
connections are made easily by means of patch 
cords and front panel jacks. Potentiometers 
can be used to set constant coefficients or 
can be wound to represent special functions. 
Multiplication or division can be effected by 
servomotor positioned potentiometers and trig
onometric functions can be obtained by means 
of resolvers. The computer would also include 
regulated power supplies to furnish the volt
ages needed for the operation of the electronic 
components, means for recording or measuring 
the d-c vol tage in the machine, and con tr 0 1 
circuits for starting the computation with the 
correct initial condition settings and fo r 
stopping the machine after the computation is 
completed. 

D-C electronic analog computers have been 
used to solve linear differential equations 
with constant coefficients,42 linear ordinary 
differential equations with variable coeffi c
ients,~~ nonlinear ordinary differential equa
tions, and sets of a~nearly independent si
mul taneous equations. They have been us e d 
to study separately excited generators,42 t 0 
study variable displacement hydr a u 1 i ~ s y s
tems,42 for trajectory cal§ulations, 3 to solve 
aircraft flight equations, 3 and for the anal
ysis and synthesis of servomechanisms.33 

Special Purpose Computers 

Because analog computers are reliable in 
operation, capable of continuous service over 
extended periods, and comparatively small and 
inexpensive, many have been constructed fo r 
special problems. One computer was constructed 
to determine the yield of radioactive ~otopes 
produged by a pile or other source of radia
tion. 3 This computer could be used for any 
problems involving similar equations. Another 
was buil t to rapidly eva 1 uate a in the e q u a
tion cosh 2 a sl cosh 2 a T :A, where S, T, 
and A were known. 87 Others have be e nco n
structed for the solution of phase equilibria 

in flash ~aporization of mixtures 0 f hydr 0-
carbons,9 for solving secul ar equations, 102 
for the solution of partial differentialequa
tions,86 for analyzing wave equation boundary 
value problems,I03 and for mul ti compo n e n t 
fractionation calculations. 7S 

Application of Analog Computers 
to Heat Transfer Problems 

Analog computers of various type s have 
been used to obtain solutions to themanyprob
lems concerned with the transf er of he at. 
Those problems specified by ordinary or partial 
differential equations or involving unsteady 
state heat transfer can be solved by means of 
general purpose electrical computers. Thegen
eral purpose computer at the Californialnsti
tute of Technology has been used to solve the 
ordinary differential equations concerned with 
the temperature rise in rotating electric ma
chines during variable load cycles, to fin d 
the steady-state temperature distributi 0 n in 
a gas turbine rotor, and to solve various par
tial differential equations.129 Electric cir
cui t models for partial differential equations 
have been described by Kron. 84 The Heat and 
Mass Flow Analyzer (HMFA) at Columbia Univer
si ty is designed primarily for solving problems 
of unsteady.state heat conduction in sol ids 
with definite radiation and convection bound
ary resistances .133 The HMFA is a continuation 
in this country by Victor Paschkis of w 0 r k 
done in Europe on a method first devised b y 
C. L. Beuken. It has been used top rov ide 
solutions to many problems -- including those 
invol ved in regenerator operation, 132 s 01 id
ification of metals,132 determinatfon of eco
nomical insulation thickness,109 thennluence 
of through metal on heat loss from insulate d 
walls,135 and the setting up of chart sand 
graphs on heat conduction problems. llS Tem~ 
ature patterns have been determined b y geo
metrical analog methods.119 This method con
sists of setting up an electrically conductive 
flat sheet to represent the heat transfer prob
lem in question (current flow represents heat 
flow), applying the proper potentials to the 
edges of the sheet, and finding p ote n t i a 1 
(temperature) patterns by means of a pr 0 be. 
Special electrical analog techniques have been 
used to analyze heat exchanger pa:formance.l23 
Special electrical analog computers have been 
constructed for particular thermodynamic cal
culations, III for analyzing a he a ti n g sys
tem,137 and for studying the thermal behavior 
of houses. 127 Also, hydr auli c l17 and air 
flowllO analogy techniques have been used to 

(continued on page 27) 
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LET G-E TUBE SERVICE 
INCREASE YOUR SHARE OFA 
, , 

FAST-GROWING COMPUTER MARKET 

Estimates say that the com
puter market-business, military, 
and research-will triple in the 
next five years. Here are substan
tial sales and profits for computer 
builders who can meet their cus
tomers' demands for fast, efficient 
equipment. 

G.E. offers experience and fa
cilities to strengthen your com
petitive position ... will analyze 
your circuit in terms of its spe
cific tube requirements, and select 
the right types to give you opti
mum performance. You will re
ceive every help in actually testing 
G-E tubes in your computer, from 
the time the latter is stilI in the 
"breadboard" stage. 

Special computer tubes were 
pioneered by General Electric. 

G.E. is their largest builder. In 
line with performance require
ments that become steadily more 
advanced, G.E. is devoting exten
sive research and development to 
still newer tubes for tomorrow's 
circuits-types that will be avail
able for you when you need them. 

G.E. offers you close coopera
tion at the tube-design level ... 
application help by experienced 
tube engineers ... local-laboratory 
help in checking tube perform
ance in your circuits ... fast order 
and delivery service from G-E 
tube warehouses coast-to-coast. 

Most important of all, General 
Electric has ready . . . now . . . a 
line of special computer tubes for 
your immediate needs. They are 
described on the next page. 



5 SPECIAL G-E TUBES FOR COMPUTERS ... 
DESIGNED FOR HIGH-SPEED CmCUITS on ! 

ALSO: 5 important reasons why these G-E computer 
tubes all do an efficient job ... reliably: 

High-perveance design. 
Low heater power requirement. 
Balanced, sharp cut-off characteristics. 

GL·6463 

Cathodes specially designed for on-off dependability. 
Life-tested under cut-off conditions. 

g-pin high-capacity twin triode for extra-fast 
computers. Especially suited to frequency
divider circuits. 
Max cathode current, per section 28 rna 

GL.6211 
g-pin medium-mu twin triode for binary-counter 
or amplifier applications. 
Max cathode current, per section 14 rna 
Max dissipation, per plate 1 w 
Max tube dissipation 2 w 
Grid voltage required to 

cut off plate current -10 v 
Heater current .3 amp 

GL·5915·A 
Dual-control heptode, for use primarily as a 
coincidence-gating tube. 
Max cathode current 20 rna 
Grid voltage required to 

cut off plate current -10 v 
Typical plate current in gating 

service ("on" condition) 

Max dissipation, per plate 4 w 
Max tube dissipation 7 w 
Grid voltage required to 

cut off plate current -11 v 
Heater current .6 amp 

GL·5965 ' 
g-pin twin triode for high-speed computer 
use as binary-counter or amplifier tube. 
Max cathode current, per section 15 rna 
Max dissipation, per plate 2.2 w 
Max tube dissipation 4 w 
Grid voltage required to 

cut off plate current 
Heater current 

Get complete information I 
Write to Tube Department, 
General Electric Company, 
Schenectady 5, New York. 

GL.5844 
Medium-mu twin triode, for use as 
counter or amplifier tube in moderately 
high-speed computers. 
Max cathode current, per section 9 rna 
Max dissipation, per plate .5 w 
Max tube dissipation 1 w 
Grid voltage required to 

cut off plate current 
Heater current 

.W. 
~ 

-10 v 
.3 amp 

Progress Is Our Most Imporfanl P,oo'ucf 

GENERAL _ ELECTRt~ 



ANALOG CI:Jv1PUfERS 
(continued from page 24) 

study heat transfer problems. . where t :::: time. 

When a solid mass changes temperature as 
a. result of the exchange of heat between it
self and its surroundings, there are variable 
temperature gradients in the mass, a series of 
isothermal surfaces, a nonuniform chang i n g 
field wi thin it, related to the time rate 0 f 
heat gained or lost by the mass, and a timeto 
attain steady state. This is known as the un
steady state of heat transfer and'may be as
sociated with heat transfer through the mass 
into one face and out from another. 133 

Mathematical calculations of the effect 
of any imposed conditions on a given mass de
fined by shape, size, and the physical pro p
erties of its materials, have depended u p 0 n 
the solution of Fourier's differential equa
tions for these conditions. Those cases that 
can thus be solved with acceptable simplicity 
are relatively few in number and exclude most 
of those of industrial importance. The diffi
culties imposed by the mathematical approach 
are partially overcome by graphical me t hods. 
These methods are based on the replaci n g of 
each differential equation by an equation 0 f 
fini te differences, a process sometimes called 
step integration. Graphical methods, however, 
are tedious and of limited application. Ex
perimental solutions of industrial problemsof 
unsteady state heat transfer, depending upon 
inserted thermocouples or other thermometric 
devices and upon some means of measuring the 
rate of heat transfer, are difficult, expensive, 
and often impossible under service conditions. 

In addition to these mathematical, graph
ical, and experimental methods133 0 f solving 
unsteady heat transfer problems, there is the 
electrical analogy method •. The analogies be
tween the flow of heat and the flow of elec
tricity130 and electrical models for the sol
ution of heat problems126 have long been known. 
Early models were based on a geometrical sim
ilari ty between the body subj ected to heat flow 
and the model body. The application of general 
purpose computers to heat transfer problems is 
based on the identity in form of the fundament
al equations of heat flow and the flow of e-
1ectricity. The electrical analog bears n 0 
geometrical similarity to the body b ei n g in
vestigated. Thus, a single electrical general 
purpose computer can be used for a wide variety 
of heat transfer problems. 

The general form for the differential e
quation for heat conduction in sol id s can be 
written as: 112 

Ix k (x, ~,1.,1) S: + 1 ~ k(;<,~ ,1,1) ~ + tz. k (xV·;r) N 
+ ~(x,~,1.J,t)= ,cl ~''J' 1.) T) !i _________ (I) 
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T 
q 
k 

== temperature at x, y, z at time t. 
= rate of heat supply per rnit volume. 
= thermal conducti vi ty ::: - = Btu/ On, 

(sq.ft) (degF/ft). Rt 
d = density = mass per unit volume. 
c = specific heat = heat capacity per 

unit mass: Btu/(lb) (degF). 
cd = Ct ~ Btu/oF (cu.ft). 

If q = 0 and k, d, and c are constants, equa
tion (1) takes the form 

JT _ a. (iT +i'l + tl) "'IT h ~ ~ h. -----(J.) 

where a =.....!L=thermal diffusivity=_'_ =.sq.ft 
cd RtCt hr 

The study of a thermal problem by the e
lectrif~ analogy method invol ves the following 
steps: 

(1) Set up the analogous conditions by 
calculation. To calculate the circuit fo r a 
distributed irregular region or medium of any 
shape, consider that the region is composed of 
discrete parts or sections. The size and shape 
of these sections are governed·by the config
uration of the region', the boundary conditions, 
and the required accuracy of solution. Each 
section is represented by one 1 ump in th e e
lectrical network. The electrical values for 
the lumps are calculated on the basis of the 
geometrical dimensions of the section repre
sented; capacitance is proportional to volume 
and resistance is proportional to the rat i 0 

of the thickness per cross sectional area. 132 
Radiation and convection surfaces for the re
gion can be represented by boundary resistances. 

(2) Build the R-C circuit to re pre sent 
the heat transfer problem. 

(3) Subject the circuit to the appropri
ate analogous ini tial and boundary conditions. 
Vol tages would be applied to the circu itt 0 

represent temperatures and currents to repre
sent flow. Transient or intermittent bounruuy 
conditions such as sudden applicati,ons of heat 
or changes in temperature can be reprodu c e d • 
The resistances and capacitances can beaQjuste d 
to represent changes in k, c, d, orthesurface 
boundary conditions. 

(4) Measure the electri~Bl quantities, 
such as vol tage and current, at the poi n ts 
at which the temperatures and heat flows are 
to be measured in the region or medium under 
investigation. 

(5) Convert the resul ts of the electrical 
investigation into heat units by calculation. 
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The fundamental similarity betwee n the 
defining equations for the flow of heat within 
a rigid body and that of charge in an electric 
circuit are shown in Figure 2 on page 31. The 
solution of heat transfer problems by this e
lectrical analogy method is based on two prin
ciples. l34 The first principle is the mathe
matical identit y of the equations for heat flow 
and for certain electrical circuits and is ex
act. , The second principle is the replacing of 
a circuit with evenly distributed prop erties 
by one ,with lumped properties and is approxi
mate. Essentially this second step involves 
the replacing of each partial differential e
quation by an equation of finite differences. 

To represent a one-dimensional heat-con
duction problem by an electrical circuit the 
following procedure would apply.133 S u c h a 
problem might arise in the case of heat flow 
across an infinite slab or through a rod i n
sulated at the sides or in the case of a steam 
heated insulated pipe. Express the va rio us 
quantities Rt, Ct, q, T, xi, and tt (define d 
in Figure 2 on page 31) for the thermal circuit 
in any desired consistent system of un its. 
Choose a consistent system of units (not nec
essarily the same) for Re , Ce , I, V, Xe, and 
te in the analogous electrical circuit. Then 
make Xe = Xt and divide the thermal circuitinto 
elements of dXt length and. the corre sponding 
Re , Ce cable into an equal number of elements 
of length d:xe. Gi veeve:rY element dXe the 
same number of units of electrical resistance 
(Re) and electrical capacitance (Ce) , as the 
corresponding element dXt has units of thenmd 
resistance (Rt) and thermal capacitance (Ct) • 
It is not necessary that the thermal pat h be 
of uniform cross section or that the elements 
dXt be equal. Then by equations (3) , (4), (5), 
and (6), or (7) and (8) of Figure 2, page 31. 
all the, readings for V and I taken in the e
lectrical circuit at the points defined by xe 
and te will be numerically equal to values of 
T and q in the thermal circuit at points d e
fined by Xt and tt for Xe = Xt and te ~ tt • 

Since R~ and Ce occur only as a product, 
the result wlll not be changed if Re and Ce 
are changed individually. Refer to Figure 2, 
page 31. In, e~ation (7), V can be replac e d 
by nReCe or n (mK ) Ce/m, and te can be replaced 
by nte without altering the form of the solu
tion. Since in equation (3) dV is replaced by 
k dV and Re is replaced by nmRe ,. I is therefore 
replaced by I (k/nm). Since in equation (5) 
dV is replaced by k dV and Ce is replaced by 
Celm, Qe is therefore replaced by Qe (kl m) • 
By suitably choosing k, m, and n, the electri
cal analog may be operated at convenient volt
ages and transient time intervals and may b e 
buil t with feasible magnitudes of resist an ce 
and capacitance.133 

The methods used·for one-dimensionalprob
lems can also be applied to three-dimensional 

probleDl8. Three-dimensional problems of course 
require a much greater number of resi s tors, 
capacitors, and other electrical equipmen t. 
Analogous circuits for three-dimensional ele
ments 128 are shown in Figure 3, page 32. The 
connection of the resistances into a grid i n 
accordance with the respective positions 0 f 
each element and the connection of the botto m 
terminal of all' capacitors to a common ground 
form the analogous circuit represe n ti n g the 
entire body. The choice of coordinate systems 
depends upon the shape of the body and the bound
ary conditions. In many problems there is a 
certain degree of symmetry which can be advant
ageously used to reduce the number of comp 0 n
ents required in the network; e.g., in a cylin
drical problem with axial symmetry it is n e c
essary to use only a two-dimensional netwo r k 
in the z and r coordinates. Coefficients of 
surface heat transfer can be represented by re
s istances and transient boundary cond i t ion s 
can be approximated. 

Any problem in physics or engineering which 
can be specified by partial differential equa
tions, such as occur in heat flow, fluid flow, 
or stress problems, can be approximated by e
lectrical networks. By extending the methods 
described above networks can be constructed for 
many more complex equations. such as those for 
transient heat flow. 129 

The possibility of changing the time scale 
is of paramount importance for the practicaml
ity of the method. The time ratio 'IR :: te/tt 
:= aCeRe where te is the time in the electrical 
circuit, tt is the time in the thermal circuit, 
a is the thermal diffusivity, C is the elec -
trical capacitance, and Re is tge electr i cal 
resistance. With a low lR, a heat pr 0 c e s s 
whose actual time may be hours or days c ou 1 d 
take a few minutes in the analog. With a high 
lR, a heat process whose actual time is fra c
tions of a second could take several minute s 
in the analog. By changing the time s cal e , 
times are achieved which permit a pr a c; tic al 
experimental run and allow easy reading of the 
instruments. 133 

From the standpoint of time, elec t ric a 1 
analog heat flow computers may be divided into 
three groups: long-time computers whose run s 
last from several minutes to several h 0 u r s , 
intermediate-time computers whose runs 1 a s t 
from fractions of a second to several seconds, 
and short-time computers whose runs last frac
tions of a second. The RC time constant for 
these computers has to be considered 'from var
ious aspects: namely, cost of equipment, leak
age, instrumentation, and manipulation. Becawre 
of the infinite variety of the possible designs 
for each type it is difficult to compare costs. 

\As far as leakage goes, the short-and intermed
iate-time computers permit the use 0 f small, 
extremely high quality capacitors and require 
low resistances which result in favorable use-
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ful to leakage resistance ratios. In short- Application of Analog Computers 
or intermediate-time computers oscilloscopes to Fluid Flow Problems 
or oscillographs are needed and the resultant 
accuracy is 2 - 5%. Long-time computer scan 
use multiple point or slower recording instru
ments or instruments which print every two sec
onds. The attainable accuracy is 1/3 to 1/5%. 
When varying boundary conditions are specified, 
the short- and intermediate-time computersre
quire special input circuits for each differ
ent boundary condition but the long-time com
puters can 'make use of continuous or stepwise 
manual control. For voltage dependent param
eters (such as arise from the temperature de
pendence of thermal conductivity or specific 
heat) short- and intermediate-time computers 
require electronic circuits or cam d rive e
quipment. In long-time computers the changes ' 
can be effected in steps from observation 0 f 
instrument readings by manual swi tc hi n g 0 r 
automatic relay operation. Some problems in
volve physical happenings such as two materials 
in and out of thermal contact. If alternation 
is at regular intervals depending on t:ime only, 
no difficulties are encountered in the short
time apparatus. However, if the intervals are 
irregular or depend upon observations during 
the run of the test, only long-time computers 
are feasible. In conclusion, it may be said 
that the short-time computer is well sui ted 
for more qualitative analysis of problems with 
constant paramenters. The intermediate-t i me 
computer's field of greatest significance is in 
problems with simple operating conditions an d 
constant parameters. The long-time computer 
is the most versatile apparatus and, so far, 
is indispensable for complex problems and for 
nonlinear parameters.132 

The limitations of these methods are in
strument errors, inaccuracies due to leak age 
and stray currents, inaccuracies due to lump
ing, and the need to know such physical co n
stants as specific heat, density, thermal con
ductivity, and film conductance. However,this 
last is not too serious a problem because these 
properties are often known within limits (t 0 

10'" anyway). Besides, it is possible to de
termine these properties experimentally or op
erate the analog in reverse to establish th e 
properties.13l To counteract the inaccurac~s 
due to leakage, use a small number of lumps. 
To counteract the inaccuracies due to lumping, 
use a 1 arge number of 1 umps • Theref ore, i t 
can be seen that for a given problem a pract
ical compromise must be achieved. If the num
ber of lumps is constant during a test run, 
the error is independent of the length of the 
run. The selection of nonuniform cross se c
tions or lumps does not appear to influence 
accuracy. Therefore, the lumps can be chosen 
to give a greater number of readings in that 
part of the body to be investigated which i s 
of greater interest. 134 

Analog computers of various type shave 
been used to obtain solutions to man y 
probl ems concerned wi th the flow of flu ids. 
The Westinghouse Mechanical Transients Ana 1-
yzer was used to determine flow and pres sure 
condi tions in a penstock as a function of flow 
at the gate.147 The general-purpose computer 
at the California Institute of Technology was 
used to solve various partial differential e
quations concerned with fluid flow. 129 Even 
before 1943 an electrical device was used for 
the analysis of the complex problems of reserv
oir and well behavior.l~O 

Electrical analogy techniques have bee n 
advantageously employed in the ana 1 y sis of 
many diverse hydraulic systems.150 An equiv
alent circuit for any hydraulic system may be 
readily derived from two-terminal ne two r k 
analogies for each hydraulic component. A 
table of such analogies given in the cited ref
erence is shown in Figure 4, page 33. The e
quations for system behavior may then be writ
ten and solved according to standard electric 
network analysis procedures. These methods 
can be most profitably applied in the field of 
automatic control, particularly servODEchanisms. 

Network calculators, such as the 0 neat 
the Illinois Institute of Technology, have been 
used to solve the increasingly complex pro b
lems of calculating gas flows a nd pressure 
drops in gas distribution systems.143 It is 
necessary to develop a relationship be t we en 
analogous electrical and gas flow equ a tions 
and then choose and adjust the electricrucom
ponents to duplicate the gas dis tribu ti 0 n 
system. Also, an electrical network analyzer, 
comprised of special tungsten filament lamps 
whose nonl inear resistance characteri s tic s 
closely approximate the fluid flow resistance 
of pipelines, has been constructed for solving 
the simul taneous head-loss equations for a 
pipeline network.148 

Two-dimensional compressible fluid flo w 
problems have been solved on adj ustable resist
ance d-c calculating boards .152 The convenient 
analogy employed is that between the equations 
of two-dimensional fluid flow and of conduction 
of electric currents in a plate for which the 
conductance is a function of the voltage grad
ient or of the current density. Since present 
day d-c boards are built for the analysis of 
short circuits in power systems, itis planned 
to build a new d-c board, consisting of m 0 r e 
uni ts of higher accuracy which will b e more 
suitable for field problems. 

The Hydraulics Division of the Civil En
gineering Department at the Mas sac h us et ts 

<continued on page 42) 
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OPERATION 

I. G-e 'ne'1"Q.1 t 

L ol~t + R i +.Lfickt : e.(t) 
Co 

LsL + RT T r = e 
c.s 

e;(S) - (.\ _ .l..-
Lt~) = Z SJ -ls+ Ret- c. s 

ANALOG CDMPU1ERS 

CtRCV'''-

E R. D 

I h h • o--JVvtv-. 1"\0 b) Sea e . C Q,Y\!Je OY\ e~c _-"'1 __ 
inp\Jt VCl'f"'lQ.b'e. 

c) SljY'l cha.nge on d.ll 
lnput ""QTl~b\~s 

5. d. ~ J 
c:ltrl;. + A 3.t + Bl = f (t) 
~ ~ Eo f (t): E, 

sl.y: F(s')-AsY - BY 

O----~~-__o 

OUTPUT 

A~sume A -+ DO 

'-3- = 0 

+AsY 

+BY 

S~Y= F s) -BY-As 

Figure 1 -- Operational Amplifier Circuits 
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10 Conservation Jf 
scalar quantity 

ANALOG COMPlITERS 

ELECTRICAL ------
Charge (CaQlombs) 

20 Scalar pOlnt fun~tion Electric Potential (Volt.s) 

40 Resistance con2ept 

50 Capacity concept 

6 0 One dimensional form 
of heat conduction 
equation for solids 

70 Flow 

8. Capacity 

90 Resistance 

10 0 Heat flow across an 
inf'inite slab 

Capacitances 

Re = dV/I (3) 
Re :: ele,:tric:al resistance 
I ~ current through RA 
dV = difference in poten-

tial across Re 

Ce ::: Qe/dV (5) 
Ce = electrical (';apa,~i ty 
Qe = charge stored in Ce 
dV = rise in electrIcal 

potential ofl Ce due 
to Qe 

te = time in electrical 
circuit 

(7) 

xe = distance along cable 
V = electrical potential 

at xe at time te 

Amperes = Coulombs/sec 

Farads = Coulombs/volt 

Ohms = Volts/Coulomb/Sec 

A o 

Ground 
..L 

I I 
---->~ I 

THERMAL ----
Heat (.Btu) 

Temperature (Degrees) 

Fourier i sLaw 

Rt = dT/q (4) 
.Re = thermal -resistance 
q = heat flow through Rt 
dT = difference in tempera-

ture across Rt 

Ct = Ql/dT (6) 
Ct = thermal capacity 
Qt = heat stored in Ct 
dT = rise in temperature 

of Ct due to Qt 

(8) 

tt = time in thermal circuit 

xt = distance along flow path 
T = temperature at Xt at 

time tt 

Btu/min 

Btu/degF 

degF/Btu/min 

A - surface of slab 
B - first layer of slab 

material 
C - second layer of slab 

material 
D - surface of slab 

A B C D 

--)~ c.t 

Figure 2 -- Comparison of Electrical and Thermal Relations 
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OARTESIAN COORDINATES 

,/ Az' ~ 
/ ,/ 

/ ,/ 
,/ / 

I , ,/, 
lL __ -/ 

OYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 

l 
I 

','1"/ 
I II ."1 
f 

SPHERICAL OOORDINATES 

ANALOG COMPUTERS 

C .. 6)( A~ A'Z. Co J. 
R : ___ 6._~_,""",:""",, 

X A~ A% k 

R ~ ~ __ A--..~_ 
6XA'Z.k 

R _ ~AZ._~ 
Z - 6)( 6~ k 

C = "t 4 a 6."r 6. l. c. J. 
R :: _A_~ __ ~ 

1" 1" A ~ t\ Z. k' 
R _ -r~& 

& - o,-r 6'Z.. k 
R __ A_Z._~_ 

Z. - 1'" ~~ 6~ k 

c ~ .... ~sVt..~ 6~ AQ A~ c:.el 
~'f' ' 

R -T- y1~si AS Arp k 

R& '" 1" s.:...i 6~ 
't 6" 11¢ k 

R = tr 't At! · 
rJ 'r sVt.1> 6. 'f" A 6 k 

TRANS tENT !m!! 1lQ! EQUATION 

v 1 T = I/a ~Tht .. f(t) 
l/a = cd/k . 
f(t) - arbitrary heat fUnotion applied to system 
Required bounda~ oonditions can be handled ~ 8uitable 

potentiale. 
o - Specific heat 
d --Density 
k - Thermal conduot1v1~Y 
T - Temperature 

Figure 3 -- Analogous Electrical Circuits for Three~Dimensional Thermal Elements 
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ANALOG OOMPUTERS 

HYDRAULIO ELEMENT 

Hydraulic Pressure - P 

rluid Flow Rate - q 

Hydraulio Pumps 

Reservoir Pump 

Orifice 

ts \ \ \ \\ \ \ \ \ \ i 

P_i~>.... D 
qi 1\ \ , , f! , s s s S \ 

Boost Control Valve 

Leakage resistance - Rt 
J1---<1-I-.f'1 Piston area - A 

Fluid compressibillty- t3 
Oylinder volume - z.Vt>, 
Piston displaoement - Xp 

ydraulic Tubing 

~)1,~-----------~9 
Tubing length -Q 
Oross section area -A 
Fluid oompressibility and 

tubing elaati oi ty oonstant-13 
l'luld mase dens i ty - fO 

ELECTRIC ANALOGY 

Voltage - E 

Current - i 

Electrio Generators 
+ 

E~variable 
volume 
analogy 

onlinear Resistor 

Oonstant 
displacement 
analogy 

>. 
Lo 

Bridge Network .------.;!!l. To loa cl 

Otif'c:.e e2uataOft; 
~ =K[AP [f()(v)] 

Parallel Branch Network 
RR., 

Single T Approximation 

E' L)C~ Rx Q M 
. l ~ 2 2. 

Figure 4 -- Electrical Analogies, for Hydraulic Components 
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ANALOG <DMPlTfERS 

HYDRAUL.IC SYSTEM: 
Uniform friotionless pipe line 

r S 

~-- --IH--r .' 
--- -V~:r- ~: .. ~ P .. -I ~. ~ ~ 

1. Inertia equation I ~'1 I ~H 

-()S ='9 ~t 
2. Oontinuity equationa 

_E:~(I+lkQ)!!! 
~ s Eb \ E, e ~t 

,. Wave equations: i)2.H 1. ~1H 

~ti' = C ~ 
~·2.V '2. aI-V 
w:c~ 

4. Propagation velocit s 

El,/p 
1+ EVEj Die 

,. Surge impedanoea 

Zo:: c~ 

6. Refleotiona. 

Ope~ end. Pressure 
node I bH: 0 

Reflection 
faotor. T: - I 

010sed endl Velocity I AV= 0 
Refleotion factors 

"f = +, 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM: 
Uniform 10881ess trans~8s1on line 

itS L .1. L L 

~I""I---IT' f 

1 ClCI cr ~li 
- -- ----- - - - - -

Wave equationsl 

Propagation velooityl j 
c= YLc 

Surge impedanoe a j 
Zo" lie 

Reflections I 

Grounded end. Voltage AE: 0 
nodel 

Reflection 
factor I of:-I 

Open end I Current node I Il:r ': 0 
Reflection faotor: 

T :+1 

ANALOGY 
Head H ( )J Voltage E 
Velooity V ~ Ourrent I 

Figure 5 -- Electrical-Hydraulic Analogy 
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PATENTS 
Hans Sch r 0 ede r 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

The following is a compila t ion of pat en ts 
pertaining to computers and associated equip
ment from the Official Gazette of the Un i ted 
States Patent Office, dates of issue as indi
cated. Each entry consists of: patent number/ 
inventor(s) / assignee / invention. 

September 21, 1954: 2,689,683 / P F M Gloess 
and G J R Piel, Paris, France / Soci e t e 
d 'Electronique et d' Automatisme, Pa r is, 
France / Means for combining trains of num
ber-representative pulses with various am
plitudes. 

2,689,684 / A Laternser, Horgan, Switzerland/ 
Landis A Gyr, A.G., Zug, Switzerland / Mech
anical integrator for thermal quantities 

September 28, 1954: 2,690,302 / G V Nolde, 
Berkeley, Calif / Marchant Calculators, Inc 
/ Counter using a plurality of grid-control
led gas tubes 

2,690,303 / G V Nolde and H K St. Clair, Ber
keley, Calif / Marchant Calculators, I n c/ 
Decade counter using vacuum tubes 

2,690,507 / W Woods-Hill, Letchworth, and D T 
Davis, Wandsworth Common, London, Eng / 
IntI Bus Machines Corp, N Y, N Y / Electron
ic multiplier 

2,690,531 / K A Marggraf and W F Mas s man, 
Lemont, III / Ampatco Laboratories Corp, 
Lemont, Ill/Electromechanical integrator 

October 5, 1954: 2,691,100 / N F Moody and 
W D Howell, Deep River, Ont, Canada / Natl 
Research Council, Ottawa, Ont, Can / Elec
tronic binary counter 

2,691,151 / P M G Toulon, New York, N Y / Pro
ducts and Licensing Corp, N Y, and N Moore 
and W D Hall/Selective switching sy stem 

2,691,152 / R Stuart-Williams, Princeton, N J 
/ Radio Corp of Amer / Switching system us~ 
ing an array of magnetic cores with binary 
numbers assigned to them 

2,691,153 / J A Rajchman and R Stuart-Williams, 
Princeton, N.J / Radio Corp of Amer / Com -
mutator switch using an array of magnetic 
cores 

2,691,154 / J A Rajchman, Princeton, N J / 
Radio Corp of Aller'/ Magnetic inf.ormation 
handling system using a plurality of mag
netic cores with multiple windings on each 

2,691,155 / M Rosenberg, Trenton, and R St~
Williams, Princeton, N J / Radio Corp of 
Amer / Matrix of magnetic cores for infor
mation stor,age 

2,691,156 / J Saltz, Phila, Pa, and CS Warren, 
Collingswood, N J / Radio Corp of Amer / 
Magnetic memory reading system 

2,691,157 / R Stuart-Williams, Pacific Pali
sades, and M Rosenberg, Santa Monica, Calif 
/ Radio Corp of Amer / Magnetic m em 0 r y 
switching system 

2,691,727 / J J Blair, 'Nutley, N J / IntI 
Standard Elec Corp, New York, N Y / Impulse 
storIng and distributing circuit using a 
cathode-ray type tube 

October 19, 1954: 2,692,082 / 0 Cesareo, Wash
ington Twp, Bergen County, and W B Strick
ler, East Orange, N J / Bell Telephone Labs, 
Inc, New York, N Y / Automatic calculat 0 r 

2,692,365/ F R Milson, Boreham Wood, Eng
land / S'Smith & Sons (England) Ltd, Lon
don, Eng., and Furzehill Labs, Ltd, Bore
ham Wood, England / Servo system incorpor
ating electric motors and amplifier c i r -
cuits 

* * * roSTER OF ORGANIZATIONS 
(continued from page 23) 

When Established 
Le Long established organization (1922 or 

earlier) 
Me Organization es tablished a "medium" time 

ago (19.23 to 1941) 
Se Organization established a short time ago 

(1942 or later) (no. in parentheses is 
year of establishment) 

Interest in Computers and Automation 
Dc Digital computing machinery 
Ac Analog computing machinery 
Ic Incidental interes ts in computing machinery 
Sc Servomechanisms 
Cc Automatic control machinery 
Mc Automatic materials handling machinery 

Activities 
Ma Manufacturing activity 
Sa Selling activity 
Ra Research and development 
Ca Consulting 
Ga Government activity 
Pa Problem-solving 
Ba Buying activity 

(Used also in combinations, as in RMSa 
"research, man ufac t ur in g and selling 
activity") 

*C This organization has kindly furnished us with 
information expressly for the purposes of the 
Roster and therefore our rep or t is likely to be 
more complete and accurate than otherwise mig h t 
be the case. (C for Checking) 

ROS'lER 

Bendix Computer Division Bendix Aviation Corpora
tion, 5630 Arbor Vitae St., Los Angeles 45, 
Calif. / ORegon 8-2128 / *C 

Electronic information processing machines_. 
Electronic computers; data processing equip
ment; automatic control systems; Decimal Digi
tal Differential Analyzer Model 0-12; general 

(continued on page 43) 
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Economies in Design of Incomplete Selection Circuits 

Arnold I. Durney 
Potter Instrument Co., Great Neck, N.Y. 

The design of complete rectangu 1 a r 
switching matrices and of incomplete triode 
matrices has been well covered. (See "Syn
thesis of Electronic Computing and Con tro 1 
Circuits", by the Staff of the Computation 
Laboratory, Harvard University Press, 1 951 4 

and references cited therein.) Herei n set 
forth is a method of producing all of the 
most economical choices for location of di
odes where it is desired to select N(2n out
puts individually by means of n bipolar in
puts. We employ the manipulations of Boolean 
algebra, using for convenience ·:and, v = 
or. Note particularly the absorption law, 
a (avb) = a v ab -= a 

Consider the case of the three bipolar 
inputs, corresponding to 20 =a, 21= b, 22=c 
and a matrix where it is desired to s el e c t 
only the combinations 0, 1, 3, 6, and 7. In 
binary form: 

_c_ 

0 
0 
0 
1 
1 

Column 

.JL ...1L 

0 0 
0 1 
1 I 
1 0-
I 1 

o 
1 
3 
6 
7 

To insure that line 0 will not be picked 
_ up if the line 1 is energized, the matrix must 
contain a rectifier on the 0 line in col umn 
a. To prevent pickup of the 0 line if 3 is 
called for, there must be a rectifier m either 
column a or b on the 0 line. In other words , 

E 
:> 

)(. 

,~ 

~ 

f 

.~ ~ 

~ ~ 

1 
~ 4!:J 

1 
~~ 

4 2 
c 

~ 

,4 

b 

to shut out 0 if any other number is called 
for, we must have a rectifier at a and a or 
b and b or c and c or b or a. Symbol ically, 
a (avb) (bvc) (cvbva), which reduces by absorp
tion to a (bvc). Therefore col umn a a nd one 
of the other two must be rectified. For line 
1 we need ab (avbvc) (bvc) := ab. In otlier woms, 
line 1 needs rectifiers in colUmns a and b. 

For line 3: (avb)b(avc)c = bc 

For line 6: (bve) (cvbva) (cva) a =a (bvc) 

For 1 ine 7: (evbva) (cvb) ca = ac 

The complete network is give n in Figure 1. 

The-Boolean expression to be reduced can 
be taken immediately from a symmetric table 
which is easy to produce for any n variables, 
although its size for any n+l represents an 
increase by a factor of 4. Such a table for 
n =4 variables is given in Figure II, whic h 
clearly displays its method of construction 
and ex.tension • 

Using the table, in the example first 
given, the intersections of row Owith columns 
1, 3, 6, and 7 yield a (avb) (bvc) (avbvc). For 
row 3 against columns 0, I, 6 and 7 we ge t 
(avb) b (avc) c. 

Obviously, where there is more than one 
choice, for example, line 6 in the problem, 
the point to be picked for rectification can 
be selected on considerations of loading, 
symmetry, packaging, or at random. 

- END -

~ - o 

~ 

~ ,. 
1 

~) 4 

1 
a 
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... 

1 

3 

6 

7 

Figure I 
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1 

2 

o 

a 

b 

3 avb 

4 e 

1 

a 

avb 

b 

ave 

5 ave e 

6 bve avbve 

7 avbve bve 

8 d avd 

9 avd d 

10 bvd avbvd 

11 avbvd bvd 

12 evd avevd 

13 avevd evd 

2 

b 

avb 

a 

bve 

avbve 

e 

ave 

bvd 

avbvd 

d 

avd 

3 

avb 

b 

a 

avbve 

bve 

ave 

e 

avbvd 

bvd 

avd 

d 

bvevd avbvevd 

avbvevd bvevd 

14 bvevd avbvevd evd avevd 

15 avbvevd bvevd avevd evd 

4 5 6 7 

e ave bve avbve 

ave e avbve bve 

bve avbve e ave 

avbve bve ave 

a b avb 

a avb b 

b avb a 

avb b a 

8 

d 

avd 

bvd 

9 

avd 

d 

avbvd 

10 

bvd 

avbvd 

d 

11 12 13 14 15 

avbvd evd avevd bvevd avbvevd 

bvd avevd evd avbvevd bvevd 

avd bvevd avbvevd evd avevd 

avbvd bvd avd d avbvevd bvevd avevd evd 

evd avevd bvevd avbvevd d avd bvd avbvd 

avevd evd avbvevd bvevd avd d avbvd bvd 

bvevd avbvevd evd avevd bvd avbvd d avd 

avbvevd bvevd avevd evd avbvd bvd avd d 

evd avevd bvevd avbvevd a b avb e ave bve avbve 

avevd evd avbvevd bvevd a avb b ave e avbve bve 

bvevd avbvevd evd avevd b avb a bve avbve e ave 

avbvevd bvevd avevd evd avb b a avbve bve ave e 

d avd bvd avbvd e ave bve avbve a b avb 

avd d avbvd bvd ave e avbve bve a avb b 

bvd avbvd d avd bve avbve c ave b avb a 

avbvd bvd avd d avbv,e bve ave e avb b a 

Figure II 



Applied to 
tlze design, 

development 
and 

application 
01 

Digital 

Computer 

Techniques 

Electronic Business Systems 
Military Radar Fire 
Control Systems 
Aircraft Control and 
Navigation Systems 

The sltccessful application of 
Hughes airhorne digital compllters to high 

speed aircraft fire control problems has 
opened lip all entire nelV area for these 

digital compllter techniques. 
Similar equipment is now under development 

in the Admnced Electronics Lahoratory 
to apply slIch digital compllter systems to modern 

business informatioll halldling. 

I LOGICAL DESIGN 

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT 
I PROGRAMMING 

Areas include ,'vIAGNETlC RECORDING 

CIRCUIT DESIGN 

I INPUT & OUTPUT DEVICES 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

Hughes developments in these /ields 
are creating nell' positions ill the 

Advanced Electronics Laboratory. 
Exceptional men in the 

fol/olVing spheres of endeavor 
are invited to apply: 

Engineers 
-------1 and Physicists 

Computer activities embrace sy~tems planning 
and analysis. design and development, system 
engineering and component development. Experi
ence in these areas. a'l well as in application of 
electronic digital computers, is desirable but not 
essential. Analytically inclined men with back
grounds in systems work are required for this 
phase. 

Scielltific 
alld I 

Engineering 
Staff 

Hughes 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 

ClIlI'er City, Los Angeles County, California 

Assurance rs requrred that relocation of the applicant 
Will not cause drsruptlon of an urgent mllrtary proJect. 
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FREQUENCY CONVERTER-MODEL 400 

A 400·CYCLE POWER SUPPLY 
BENCH SIZE 

• Plugs into 60-cycle line 
• Delivers 100 volt.amperes 

• Output frequency and 
.amplitude adjustable 
through entire AN·E·19 
Range: 380·420 cps 

105-130 volts 

U·::::: 
:: ::::: .. :::::: 

. Frequency Regulation: Better than ±l cps 
Voltage Regulation: Better than ±l % 
Harmonic Distortion: Total better than 3% 

1 Independent of 
\ power factor 

The small size (1711 long x 11 W' wide x 9" high), power output 
(lOO:V-A), and row cost afford the convenience of using one 
converter for each bench set-up. Four hundred cycle power 
handling capacity need be paid for only as required. 

P.RECISION VOLTAGE REGULATOR-MODEL 116 
400-CYCLE 

• Regulation: ±0.01 % for 0 to 50 VA load variation 
, ±0.02O/o for 0 to 100 VA load variation 

(When output set to center of ± 1 0% input 
voltage variation) 

• Developed ~armonic5: better than 1 % 

• Transient time constant: better than 0.01 seconds 

Low harmonic distortion and 
low transient time constant re-
sult from the use of a push-pull 
feedback amplifier in the out
put. These features, together 
with the unusually high regu
lation, suggest the superiority' 

of the Model 116 as compared with • 
ordinary 400-cycle regulators. 

Send lor complete data on these Avion products 
" ,,' 

OTHER AVION PRODUCTS 
Altitude & Air Speed Control Units. Electfonic: Choppers. Electronic Inverters 

Magnetic Memory Systems. MiniaturePlug-ln Amplifier Units. Miniature Precision Potentlomet..,.
Multran • Power Supplies. Replateable Subminiatufe Amplifier Assemblies. Signal aenerators,' 



Austin en~ineers will he glad to review with 
you your special prohlems in: 

• Automatic Data Recording and Processing; 

• Computers and Converters Analog and Digital 

• Magnetic tape to punched Card Conversion 

• Control Devices and Automation Systems 

• Sy"tems Engineering Services for Industry 

the net'.) 

AUTOMATIC DATA,' 
", ,RECORDING SYSTEM',:: 
, •. j • " 

A completely redesigned data re,cording system 
makin~ full use of the latest printed circuit and 
modular construction techniques. It will accept data 
from 15 or l~lOre input channels on a time sharing 
hasis. An oven-stahilized crystal-controlled time hase 
unit initiates data samplings at precise intervals 
startin~ from either an extern~l or internal time 
zero. Time numhers, data input identification and 
data hlock symhols arc synthesized, and recorded 
with the data. 

The final record can take a variety of forms. The 
data can he recorded on Jlla~nctic tape in any 
desired sequence or ('ode. The tape itself can he the 
final re('ord or it ('an he ('onverted hy the system 
to punclw(l cards or printed or punehe(l tape. 

THE AUSTIN COMPANY ffi SPECIAL DEVICES DIVISION: 
, . 76 NINTH AVENUE au,"N MIIHOD NEW YORK 11, N. Y. .. 

, . 

*-------------------------------------------------- * ----------------------------------------------------

PUBLICATIONS 
P25: NUMBLES-----NUMBER PUZZLES FOR 
NIMBLE MINDS. Report. Contains 
collection of puzzles like: 

and 

TRY 
+ THE' S E 
=TWVAS 

H A V E 
+ FUN 

WAS E 

T R A I N 
+ WIT S 

E N T N S 

your 

WYE = VIF 
In fact, you can also: 

9089~ 8~202 44393 29081 
(Solve for the digits -- each letter 
stands for just one digit 0 to 9) 

All are new numbles, additions, multiplications, 
etc.; some easy, some hard. Each with two messages, 
one open, one hidden. Hints for solution. Good 
exercises in logical reasoning ••.•••••••••••• Sl.OO 

P14.: CI~CUIT ALGEBRA-INrnGOUCTICtt. Report. Ex
plalns Bl.mply a new algebra (Boolean algebra modi
fied to include time) that applies to on-off cir
cuits, using relays, electronic tubes, rectifiers 
gates, flip-flops, delay lines, etc. COve~~ both 
static and sequential circuits. Applications to 
control, programming, and computing. Problems and 
solutions inTol ving circui ts ••••••••••••••••• $1. 90 

P16: SYMBOLIC LOGIC- TWENTY POOBLEMS AND SO
LUTIONS. Report. Contains some problems by Lewis 
Carroll and John Venn (out of print), and man y 
other new problems. Guide to using symbolic logic 
in actual situations ......................... $1.80 

Your money is returned at once if you are not sa
tisfied. You Can see these for almost nothing ___ 
why not take a look at them? Send request direct 
- not through a dealer. (P. S. We also offer 19 
more publicati~ns, and 26 courses by mail.We haTe 
studen~s in 47: s tates and territories, 20 foreign 
countnes. Ask us for information.) 

.------MAIL TIllS COUPON------
I Edmund C. Berkeley and Associates, ': 
I 815 Washi~on St." RI08Newtonville 60, MIss. I 
: 1. Please send me publications circled: : 

PH P16 P25 
I Returnabl e in 7 days for full refund if not sa- I 

tisfactory. I enclose S ••••••••••••• in fu 11 
payment (add lO¢ per item to cover cost of hand
ling and mailing.) . 
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2. PI ease send free announcemen t of 0 publica
tions and 0 courses. 

My name and address are attached. 



IN D EX 

This index covers information published in the ten issues of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION, vol. 2, no. 9, 
December, 1953 to vol. 3, no. 9, November, 1954. In order not to delay the current issue, December, 1954, 
it has not been included in this index. The last part of each entry in the index gives: volume / number 
(month of issue), page number. 

A: "All-Transistor Computer" by Neil Macdonald 
(in Forum), 3/9 (Nov.), 28 

American Bankers Association report, 3/1 (Jan.) 
10 

American Management Association conference, 3/4 
(Apr.), 6; 3/5 (May), 11 

"Analog Computers and their- Application to Heat 
Transfer and Fluid Flow -- Part 1", by John E. 
Nolan, 3/9 (Nov.), 20 

"Another Automatic Factory", by G. W. Patterson, 
(in Forum), 3/8 (Oct.), 16 

applications of analog computers to heat trans
fer and fluid flow, 3/9 (Nov.), 20 

Ashe, Geoffrey, "Introducing Computers to Begin
ners", 3/3 (Mar.), 8 

Asimov, Isaac, ''Robots I Have Known", 3/8 (Oct.l 
22 

"Assembly Line Control by Punched Cards" by G.W. 
Patterson, (in Forum), 3/9 (Nov.), 26 
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* * * . ANALCXi COMPUTERS 
(continued from page 29) 

Institute of Technology is studying the appli
cation of analog computers to hydraulic engin
eering problems so that predictions can be made 
faster and more accurately.153 Such problems 
would inel ude river and reservoir beha vi 0 r , 
surge tank behavior, and the many complex prob
lems that arise in connection with the perform
ance of hydroelectric plants. The application 
of analog computers to penstock, surge tan kl 
and water hammer studies has been de scribed.15 
This reference also sets up an e 1 e c t ric a 1-
hydraul ic analogy in which the water ham mer 
waves' and surges of the hydraulic engineer be
come the travel ing waves, electrical sur g e s, 
and switching transients of the electrical en
gineer as shown in Figure 5, page 34. 

Late in 1948, the weather Bureau, U. S. 
Department of Commerce, developed an electronic 
device for stream flow routing that has proved 
to be highly effective in the preparati 0 n of 
river stage forecasts. 145 It was originally 
designed for routing flows from point to point 
along a stream, but subsequent studies i nd i
cated that the equipment is equally applicable 
to the direct routing of effective rainfa 11 
(runoff) over relatively large basins. 

- END -



A ten ... ~ank, "automatic 
c~lculatot designed for 
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*-----------------------------------------*-----------------------------------------* ROSTER OF ORGANIZATIONS 
(continued from page 35) 

purpose digital computers ModelGG-15A and G
l5D. Ms(150) Se(1952, division; 1929, corp -
oration) DACc RMSPa 

Canning, SissoD, & Associates, 914 So. Robertson 
Blvd., L~s Angel~s, Calif. 

Consultants in applications of aut 0 mat i c 
data handling systems, electronic production 
control systems, etc. Ss Se (1954) DACc RCPa 

Digital Control Systems, P. O. Box 779,La Jolla, 
Calif. 

All employees have been transferred and cer
tain ass'ets have been sold to Litton Ind us
tries, Beverly Hills, Calif. 

ElectroData Corporation (Consolidated Engineering 
Corporation affiliate), 717 N. Lake Ave., Pa s
adena 6, Calif. / SYcamo~e 8-6761 / *C 

Electronic digital computers and comput e r 
components; input-output devices; magnetic 
tape units; punched card conversion equip
ment. Ms (200) Se (1950; parent com pan y 
1937) Dc RMSCPa 

Electronic Engineering Co., 180 South Alvarado 
St., Los Angeles 57, Calif. / DUnkirk 2-7353 / 

Design, development, and fabrication of spec
ialized electronic equipment. Analog co m-
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puting machinery. Analog~to-digital-to-an
alog converters. Polar-to-rectangular-t 0-
polar cpnverters. Servomechanisms. Ms(l~ 
Se(1947) DAc RMSa 

Magnetics Inc., Butler, Pa. / BUtler 71-745 / 
Magnetic core materials for construction of 
computer memories. Ic RMSa 

Minnesota Electronics Corp., 1058 University Ave., 
St. Paul 4, Minn. / CApital 6-8891 / *C 

Digital and analog computers. Magnetic com
ponents, magnetic decision elements. Data 
reduction systems, telemetering. Ss(35) 
Se(1946) DAlc RMSa 

J. B. Rea Co., 1723 Cloverfield Blvd. , Santa Mon-
ica, Calif. / Exbrook 3-7201 / *C 

Automatic control systems, generaland spec
ial purpose digi tal computers, flight control 
systems for helicopters, automatic c ru i s e 
control for aircraft, torpedo tr ac kin g sys
tems, automatic data handling systems, aero
dynamic systems analysis, simulation, no n-
1 inear servo systems. Magnetic drums, m a g
netic heads, analog-to-digital converters, 
etc. Analog and digital computing facility. 
Ms (60) Se (1951) DASCc RMSCa 

- END _ 



ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 

The MONROBOT is a general purpose digital computer, 
compact, rUGgedized, reliable and reasonably priced. 
In the MONROBOT, decimal numbers are used. Since twenty 
digits are available, with a centrally located decimal 
point, there is no need for scaling or setting of decimal 
point. Neither overflow nor translation techniques are 
necessary. Orders are written for the calculator in 
virtually their original algebraic form. 

Neither highly trained personnel nor extensive 
training effort are needed for the MONROBOT. Keyboard and 
automatic tape operations are counterparts of the simple 
programming procedures. Average office personnel become 
familiar with MONROBOT operation the first day. It prints 
out results on 8-1/2" wide paper roll, or perforates a 
paper tape as desired. 

MONROBOT V is complete in one desk-size unit, ready 
to plug in and perform. MONROBOTS can be supplied with 
capacities to suit special requirements, avoiding excess 
investment for unnecessary facilities. 

MONROBOT CORPORATION 
MORRIS PLAINS NEW JERSEY 

A SUBSIDIARY OF MONROE CALCULATING MACHINE COMPANY 
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Price of back copies, if available, $1.25 each. 

A subscription (see rates on page 4) may be spec
ified to begin with any issue from Nov., 1954 
to date. 

REPRINTS: Index No.1 (from December, 1953,issue) 
-- 20 cents 

MlIlE TO: 
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Edmund C. Berkeley and Associates 
Publ ishers of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION 

36 West 11 St., New York 11, N. Y. 



FERRANTI 

FAST 

HIGH SPEED 

TAPE READER 

Tape is read at spe~ds up to 200 characters per second. The tape can be 
stopped from full speed within .03 inch, and can be accelerated from rest 
to full speed in 5 mili seconds. 

VERSATILE A simple lever adjustment adapts the Reader for either 5 hole or 
7 hole tape. 

SIMPLE The tape is easily inserted and the friction drive takes splices without dif
ficulty. A tape may be passed through the reader thousands of times 
without appreciable wear. \ 

\ 
\ 

FERRANTI ELECTRIC. INC. 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New York 20. N. Y. 
\ 

*--------------------------------------*-------------)~------------------------* 
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ADVERTISING IN ~~COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION" 
'Iemorandum from Edmund C. Ber!{eley and Associates 

Publishers of CO~IPUTEnS AND AUTO'lATION 
36 West 11 St., New York 11, N. Y. 

1. What is "())MPUTERS AND AUTOMATION"? It is 
a monthly magazine containing articles and ref
erence information related to computing mach
inery, robots, automatic controllers, cyber
netics, automation, etc. One important piece 
of reference information published is the ''Ros
ter of Organizations in the Field of Computers 
and Automation". The basic subscription rate 
is $4.50 a year in the United States. Single 
copies are $1.25. The magazine was published 
monthly except June and August between March, 
1953, and September, 1954; prior to March 1953 
it was called "The Computing Machinery Field" 
and published less often than ten times a year. 

2. What is the circulation? The circulation 
incl udes 1200 subscribers (as of Nov. 23); over 
300 purchasers of individual back copies; and 
an estimated 1500 nonsubscribing readers. The 
logical readers of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMAT 10 N 
are some 3500 or 4000 people concerned with the 
field of computers and automation. These incluce 
a great number of people who will make recom
mendations to their organizations abou t pur
chasing computing machinery, similar machinery, 
and components, and whose decisions may involve 
very substantial figures. The print orderfor 
the Dec. issue was 2100 copies. The overrun 
is largely held for eventual sale as back cop
ies, and in the case of several issues the o~ 
run has been exhausted through such sale. A 
mailing to some 2000 nonsubscribers in Decem
ber, 1953 (with 173 responses up to March, 1954) 
indicated that two-thirds of them saw the mag
azine (library, circulation, or friend's copp 
and of these two-thirds over 9:f/o "1 iked it". 

3. What type of advertising does COM PUTERS 
AND AUTOMATION take? The purpose of the mag
azine is to be factual and to the point. For 
this purpose the kind of advertising wanted is 
the kind that answers questions factually. We 
recommend for the audience that we reach, that 
advertising be factual, useful, interest ing, 
understandable, and new from issue to issue. 

4. What are the specifications and cos t 0 f 
advert is ing? COMr'UTERS AND AUTOMATION is pub
lished on pages 8~" x 11" (ad size, 7"xlO") 
and produced by photooff set, except that print
ed sheet advertising may be inserted and bound 
in with the magazine in most cases. The clos
ing date for any issue is approximately the 
10th of the month preceding. If possible, the 
company advertising should produce finru copy. 
For photooffset, the copy should be exa c t 1 y 
as desired, actual size, and assembled, and 
may include typing, writing, line drawi ng, 
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printing, screened half tones, and any other 
copy that may be put under the p ho t 0 off s et 
camera without further preparation~ ~creened 
photographic prints and any other copy reQlir
irlg additional preparation for photoo ffs e t 
should be furnished separately; it w ill be 
prepared, finished, and charged' to the adver
tiser at small additional costs. In the case 
of printed inserts, a sufficient quantity far 
the issue should be shipped to our printer, 
address on request. 

Display advertising is sold in units of full 
pages (ad size 7" by 10''; basic rate, $170) 
and half pages (basic rate, $90); back cover, 
$330; inside front or back cover, $210. Extra 
for color red (full pages only and only in 
certain positions), 35%. Two-page printed 
insert (one sheet), $290; four-page prin te d 
insert (two sheets), $530. Classified ad -
vertising is sold by the word (50 cents a 
word) with a minimum of ten words. We reserve 
the right not to accept advertising that does 
not meet our standards. 

5. Rate Change. Commencing January 1, 1955, 
the rates will change to the rates stated a
bove. The old rates will apply until Ma r ch 
1 to advertising contracts received be fore 
December 1. 

6. Who are our advertisers? Our advertisers 
in recent issues have included the following 
companies, among others: 

The Austin Co. 
Automatic Electric Co. 
Burroughs Corporation 
Federal Telephone and Radio Co. 
Ferranti Electric Co. 
Ferroxcube Corp. of America 
General Ceramics Corp. 
Hughes Research and Development Lab. 
International Business Machines Corp. 
Ketay Manufacturing Co. 
Laboratory for Electronics 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 
Logistics Research, Inc. 
Monrobot Corp. 
Potter Instrument Co. 
Raytheon Mfg. Co. 
Reeves Instrument Co. 
Remington Rand, Inc. 

. Sprague Electric Co. 
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 
Telecomputing Corp. 



Mathematical Analyst Keith Kersery loads 
jet transport flutter problem into one 
of Lockheed's two 701 'so On order: two 
704's to help keep Lockheed in fore
front of numerical analysis and pro
duction control data processing. 

New 701's speed 
Lockheed research in 
numerical analysis 

The first airframe manufacturer to order and receive a 701 digital 

computer, Lockheed has now received a second 701 
to handle a constantly increasing computing w?rk load. 
It gives Lockheed the largest installation of digital computing 
machines in private industry. 

Most of the work in process is'classified. However, two significant 
features to the career-minded Mathematical Analyst are: 1) the 
wide variety of assignments caused by Lockheed's diversification 
and 2) the advanced nature of the work, which consists mainly 
of developing new approaches to aeronautical problems. 

Career Opportunities for Mathematical Analysts 

Lockheed's expanding development program in nuclear energy, 
turbo-prop and jet transports, radar search planes, supersonic aircraft 
and other classified projects has created a number of openings for 
Mathematical Analysts to work on the 701 'so 

Lockheed offers you attractive salaries; generous travel and moving 
allowances; an opportunity to enjoy Southern California life; and an 
extremely wide range of employee benefits which add approximately 
14% to each engineer's salary in the form of insurance, 
retirement pension, sick leave with pay, etc. 

Those interested are invited to write E. W. Des Lauriers for a brochure 
describing life and work at Lockheed and an application form. 

LOCKH EED AI RC RAFT CO R PO RAT 10 N 

BURBANK CALIFORNIA 



ADVERTISING INDEX 
The purpose of COMPurnRS AND AUTOMATION is to 
be factual, useful, and understandable. For this 
purpose, the kind of advertising we desire ID pub
lish is the kind that answers questions, such as, 
What are your products? What are your services ? 
And for each product, What is it called? W hat 
does it do? How well does it work? lfuat are its 
main specifications? We reserve the right not to 
accept advertising that does not meet our stand
ards. 

Following is the index and a summary of advert~
ments. Each item contains: name and address of 
the advertiser I subject of the advertisement I 
page number where it appears I CA number in case 
of inquiry (see note below). 

The Austin Co., 76 Ninth Ave., New York 11, N.Y. 
I Automatic Data Recording System I page 39 I 
CA No. 107 

Avion Instrument Corp., 299 Highway No. 17, Para
must, N.J. I Frequency Converter, Voltage Regu
lator I page 38 I CA No. 108 

Computers and Automation, 36 West 11 St., New 
York 11, N.Y. I Back Copies, Advertising, Reply 
Form I pages 45, 47, 49 I CA No. 109 

Edmund C. Berkeley and Ass ociates, 36 West 11 St., 
New York 11, N.Y. I Publications,! page 39 / 
CA No. 110 

Ferranti Electric, Inc., 30 Rockefeller PIa z a, 
New York 20, N.Y. I Ferranti High Speed Tape 
Reader I page 46 I CA No. III 

Ferroxcube Corp. of America, East Bridge S~ 
Saugerties, N.Y. I Magnetic Core Materials ~ 
page 46 I CA No. 112 

* 

DECRMBER, 1954 
General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N.Y.I Tubes 

I pages 25, 26 I CA No. ll3-

Hughes Research and Development Laborator ies , 
Culver City, Calif. I Digital Computer Tech -
niques I page 33 I CA No. 114 

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif. ICareer 
Opportunities I page 48 I CA No. 115 

Machine Statistics Co., 27 Thames St., New York 
6, N.Y. I Punch Card Tabulating Services Ipage 
5 I CA No. 116 

Monrobot Corporation, Morris Plains, N.J. I Mon
robot Computer I page 44 I CA No. 117 

Raytheon Mfg. Co., Foundry Ave., Waltham, Mass. 
I Binary-octal Calculator I page 43 I CA No. 
113 

Remington Rand, Inc., 315 4th Ave., New York la, 
N.Y. I Univac I page 2 I CA No. 119 

Sprague Electric Co., 377 Marshall St., No rt h 
Adams, Mass. I Wire-Wound and Film Resistors I 
page 50, back cover I CA No. 120 

If you wish more information about any of the 
products or services mentioned in one or more 
of these advertisements, you may circle the ap
propriate CA No. 's on the Reader's Inquiry Form 
below and send that form to us (we pay postage; 
see the instructions). We shall then forwa r d 
your inquiries, and you will hear from the ad -
vertisers direct. If you do not wish to tear 
the magazine, just drop us a line on a postcard. 

REPLY FORMS: Who's Who Entry; Reader's Inquiry 
Paste label on envelope:i Enclose form in evelope:~ 
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tilO 's WHO ENTRY FORM 

MAIN INTERESTS: 
( ) Design 
( ) Construction 
( ) Applications 

) Sales 
) Electronics 
) Mathematics 
) Business 

Please 

fill in 

completely 

Year of Birth? __ _ 

) Programming 
) Other (specify): 

College or last school ? _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Year of entering the computing machinery field? _________ _ 
Occupation?__ _______________________________________________________________________________________ (Enclose more 
Information about ynurself if you wish - it will help ill- your listing.) 

I READER'S INQUIRY FORM 

I Please send me additional information on the following subjects for which I have I 
I circled the CA number: I 

I 1 2 3 4 5 26 2J 28 29 30 51 52 53 54 55 76 77 78 79 80 101 102 103 104 105 126 127 128 129 130 I 

11111111111111 ~ ~! ~~ ~i ~! i~ !~!~ ~ E ~~ n:~ E E n *:~ E E :~ m m m m m m i~~ m m m l 
I I 21 22 23 24 25 46 47 48 49 50 71 72 73 74 75 96 97 98 99 100 121 122 123 124 125 146 147 148 149 150 I f ____________ - - __ .J _______________________________ J 

0 
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